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Walkaround

editorial by Russ Niles

Putting Bums in Pilot Seats
Inducements Offered tO Help attract mOre yOutH tO flyIng careers
ill the Cockpits of the Future
It’s perhaps telling of this industry as a whole that when
I took over as editor of Canadian Aviator about seven years ago, the
main discussion theme was the looming
pilot shortage and the perplexing indifference on the part of young people about
learning to fly.
Well, as we know, all it takes is a worldwide recession to knock the stuffing out of
shortages of just about everything except
money so, for a variety of reasons, jobs
have been hard to come by for new pilots.
We’ve been told that it’s changing and
there’s some solid evidence of that with
the formation of a partnership between
Air Canada and Air Georgian to create
a laser-like career path for young people
who want to fly airliners.

F

Under the scheme, successful applicants
will pay for a 50-week commercial/multi/
IFR course at Flight Safety in Florida and
be guaranteed a slot in Air Georgian’s
own training program before settling
into the right seat of the regional carrier’s
Beech 1900s. After doing their time in the
regional, they’ll be guaranteed a job with
Air Canada.
It’s a rational and reasonable approach
to getting more young blood in the airline
cockpits of the nation but I was curious
about one thing.
Why Florida for the training?
Canada has a rich tradition of flight
training and there are any number of
schools that would jump at the chance to
be involved in a program like this. It also
raises the question of how the Florida experience will translate to the new right

seater’s first flight into Moncton when
there’s a nor’easter blowing.
There are a couple of factors at play. For
one, Florida has plenty of flying days year
round to get the training done in a year. A
lot of Canadian programs take two years
and that adds to student expense.
But the other oft-cited explanation is
that it takes more than the promise of a job
to get young people interested in a flying
career. Lifestyle considerations are also a
factor and heading off to Florida for school
is seen as an added adventure.
Inducements like this may be the wave
of the future to get the pilots we need to
sustain our industry.
But getting new pilots is one thing.
Keeping them is another. Starting wages
for pilots are artificially low based on the
lure of the job itself. Those days are over.
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For the first time in decades a Mosquito
will take to the skies over the Hamilton
Airshow this year.

Mosquito Coming Home
It’s been a long time since
the sound of twin Merlins
on a De Havilland Mosquito split
the air over southern Ontario but
those attending the Hamilton Air
Show will experience it.

The only flying Mosquito in the
world, owned by Jerry Yagen’s Military
Aviation Museum in Virginia Beach, Virginia, will perform at the show June 1516 at John Munro Airport.
“The Mosquito’s appearance at the
Hamilton Airshow will be the ﬁrst appear6 CANADIAN AVIATOR
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ance of this historic aircraft in Canada and
it is planned to be part of a special formation ﬂight that will include the Lancaster,
Spitﬁre & Hurricane — an aircraft formation and sight that hasn’t been seen in the
skies over Hamilton since 1990,” says air
show promotional material.
The Mosquito KA114 was built at De
Havilland’s Downsview factory and
ended up in Ed Zaleski’s boneyard near
Vancouver. Although it was pretty much
reduced to rubble from being stored outside. It had all the metal parts.

Yagen knew of a company in New Zealand that was making copies of the giant
concrete molds used to form the wood
parts of the aircraft and eight years and
$4 million later he had his Mosquito.
Throughout the process, he got help
from the Canadian Warplane Heritage
Museum in Hamilton.
Canadian ﬁlmmaker and warbird enthusiast Sandy Thomson, who was featured in
the Jan./Feb. issue of Canadian Aviator recently ﬁnished ﬁlming a documentary on
the restoration of the aircraft. ■
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Embraer Picks PurePower
>

Embraer has chosen
Pratt&Whitney’s PurePower geared turbofan engines
for its second generation E-series
regional airliners.
The engines are the same as those on
Bombardier’s CSeries airliners which will
compete directly with Embraer in the 70120-seat market. Bombardier, which has
used the efﬁcient new engine as a selling
point for the CSeries issued a statement
after the Embraer announcement saying
there are a lot of other things about its
clean-sheet airliner that will set it apart
from the newer model E-jets.
The CSeries will ﬂy by June of this year
but the new Embraer aircraft won’t be
available until 2018.
The PurePower engines are being developed and tested at Mirabel Airport.
Nevertheless, Embraer claims the new
E models will be substantially different
from the 900 that are already in service.
They’ll have ﬂy-by-wire controls and

PurePower Engines are tested
on P&WC’s Boeing 747.

new wings and promise double-digit increases in efﬁciency and less maintenance.
“We are proud that Embraer has recognized the unmatched value of the Pure-

Power engine, and we are committed to
supporting a successful launch of the new
E-Jet aircraft family,” said Pratt & Whitney
President David Hess. ■

WestJet Lifts Bombardier
WestJet’s foray into the
regional airline business
was a major boost to Bombardier
in 2012 according to Bombardier’s
year-end report.

The ﬁrm order for 20 Q400 NextGen
aircraft and options for 25 more represented more than half the orders taken by
Bombardier for turboprop twin in 2012.
“In 2012, the Q400 NextGen aircraft order book grew signiﬁcantly with orders
from ﬁrst-time customers — WestJet and
Eurolot — as well as from repeat customers looking to enhance their ﬂeets with
the only turboprop that accommodates
more passengers and route possibilities,”
said Mike Arcamone, President, Bombardier Commercial Aircraft.
The total of 81 orders was worth $2.7
billion.
8 CANADIAN AVIATOR
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WestJet has ordered up to 45 Q400
NextGen aircraft for its regional service.

Although most airlines squeeze as
many seats as they can on the Q400s (the
newest version can seat up to 80 passengers although 74 is standard) some
airlines have opted for a two-class cabin.
Ethiopian Airlines and ASKY Airlines of
Togo have ordered versions of the Q400
with a seven-seat business class section,

two lavatories and a galley capable of preparing hot meals.
Most Q400s operate from well-equipped
airports but Bombardier recently sold
some to EZnis Airways in Mongolia and
they’re operating from unimproved wilderness strips in support of mining and
resource operations. ■
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Cirrus Payload Increase

New SR22s have 200 lbs.
of extra payload.

>

Cirrus Aircraft unveiled its
Generation 5 SR22 in January and the big news is a 200 lb.
increase in useful load.

The gross weight of the normally aspirated and turbo models has been boosted
to 3,600 lbs and the ﬁve-place conﬁguration is now standard.

“A new standard has been set by our
Engineering team that has worked tirelessly to certify this airplane to 3600 lbs.
gross weight and deliver an uncompromising new generation of Cirrus SR-Series
aircraft,” said Todd Simmons, Executive
Vice President, Sales and Marketing at
Cirrus Aircraft.
With the weight increase, the SR22 is
now a “true four-place aircraft” allowing
full fuel and four FAA-standard weight
adult occupants. The back seat now has
seatbelts for three and when they’re ﬁlled
with full-sized adults the aircraft still has a
range of more than 700nm.
The weight increase required redesign of the onboard parachute, which
now has an electronic igniter instead of a
pyrotechnic one.■

More Powerful Caravan

Cessna has introduced the morepowerful Grand Caravan EX.

>

The FAA has certified the
Cessna Grand Caravan EX
with almost 200 more horsepower
(from 675 to 867) from standard
models and the performance dividends are notable.

Ken Wilson of Wilson Aircraft in Aurora, ON said he hoped to have one this
Spring and will be touring with it.
1 0 CANADIAN AVIATOR
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The extra power has long been a wish
by Caravan operators and the new PT6A140 engine delivers in spades.
The aircraft climbs 38 percent faster and
ﬂies 12 knots faster.
“When we started with this design, we
knew we could push the performance envelope on the Grand Caravan EX and get it
into service for our customers in ‘high and

hot’ missions, but the performance we’ve
realized through the certiﬁcation process
with the new Pratt & Whitney Canada
PT6A-140 engine has truly exceeded our
already aggressive performance targets,”
said Lannie O’Bannion, Cessna business
leader for the Caravan.
The amphib version should also be certiﬁed in the Spring. ■

Women of Aviation Week March 4-10
>

The Institute for Women
of Aviation Worldwide will
launch its fourth week-long effort
to introduce girls and women to
flight with more than 60 events
held from March 4-10.

Most of the events will involve taking
them for their ﬁrst ﬂight in a small aircraft
and those who’d like to try ﬂying can register for an event in their area online.
In previous events hundreds of girls and
women took their ﬁrst ﬂights and founder
(and Canadian Aviator columnist) Mireille
Goyer said the same questions came up
with many of the ﬁrst-time ﬂyers.
To help educate and perhaps ease any
fears that prospective participants might
have, the organization produced a short

Thousands of girls and women are
expected to take their first flights
during the fourth annual event.

video www.YouTube.com/user/WomenOfAviation to help answer those questions.
“A ﬁrst ﬂight in a small aircraft is a
magic and highly emotional experience,”
said Goyer, “This video will help girls

and women set aside any concern they
may have and allow them to fully enjoy
every second of their experience.”
For more information or to register go
to www.WomenOf AviationWeek.org. ■

Join us for an open house
at Aero Recip on March 8th to
celebrate our 25th year anniversary.

A Gregorash Aviation Company
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Women in Aviation Meeting in June
>

The event will be held at the Novotel
Toronto Mississauga Centre and is open
to anyone involved or interested in pursuing a career in aviation.
“Participants can expect speakers
and panel discussions to enhance their
knowledge of aviation and also prepare
to succeed at their careers,” said conference spokeswoman Lisa Graham. Attending this conference will provide key
resources to give you command over
your professional career in this industry.
Since women comprise only about ﬁve
percent of the Canadian aviation indus-

12 CANADIAN AVIATOR
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Women in Aviation biennial
meeting is in Toronto.

try workforce, the conference was established to create a network of support for
them. This will be the 12th conference.
Part of that support is to encourage
young women to get involved in the
industry and the conference organizers

are offering a scholarship to attend the
meeting for students attending a postsecondary aviation institution or for
female air cadets. The application is now
on the CWIA Web site at www.cwia.ca/
conference.htm.■

PHOTO COURTESY MIREILLE GOYER

The biennial Canadian
Women in Aviation Conference will bring together women
involved in all facets of aviation for
three days of seminars, workshops
and social activities June 19-23.
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CHASING PHANTOMS?

happening, and there is nothing noble about

WEATHER CHANGES

Regarding Tim Leslie’s column “Biofuel Flight

that. And lastly, not that it harms the Earth,

Just wanted to thank Canadian Aviator and

a First” (Future Flight, Jan./Feb. 2013), people

what gas do you think is produced when bio-

Mike Masek for the new SIGMET article (Eye

with energy and imagination who make new

fuels burn?

on the Sky, Nov./Dec. 2012).

things happen are to be admired. However,

I’m glad to see they are moving away from

W. G. WHITNEY, P.ENG.

if they waste part of their lives chasing phantoms, it’s just sad.
Tim Leslie and the rest of us have been lied

the “meteorological reference map.” I mean,
who knows where Sandy Lake or Big Trout

Tim Leslie responds:

Unfortunately,

Lake is?

to, but he just hasn’t found out yet. It is not an

there has been too much rhetoric on both sides

But if one references the weather to a nearby

“irrefutable fact” that we are producing too

of the climate change debate. Lobbyists repre-

“pseudo major” airport or gives the latitude and

much carbon dioxide. Global average tempera-

senting climate alarmists and climate realists

longitude, then a pilot can zero in on the location.

tures have stalled for over 15 years now, and

seem intent on rolling out apparent facts and

In fact, we can enter the points on our NAV

Russia is in a severe deep freeze.

figures supporting their claims. Getting to the

display (Airbus A320) and see if we will be

truth is difficult.

flying through the area. It doesn’t work using

Water vapour accounts for about 97 percent
of the greenhouse effect, and natural events

As suggested, I visited the Climate Science

like volcanoes and cattle emissions produce 10

International Web site and reviewed those ex-

times as much methane as we produce carbon

pert opinions. Though I am not arguing against

dioxide. This is the gas that plants thrive on.

those opinions, I did take note the person in

The cycles and eruptions of the sun have

charge of this group, Tom Harris, was once a

been clearly linked to all the known cold and

lobbyist for the Canadian Electricity Associa-

warm periods in our history, and ancient earth

tion as well as the Canadian Gas Association.

history shows a similar relationship when we

I suggest those seeking to understand both

use proxy evidence. But don’t take my word for

sides of this issue should also give James Han-

it. See the experts’ opinion at International Cli-

sen’s Web site a visit at Columbia.edu/~jeh1/.

mate Science Coalition at ClimateScienceIn-

With regard to Mr. Whitney’s comment about

ternational.org and the Friends of Science at

never running out of fossil fuel, the long view

FriendsOfScience.org.

is we will eventually. There simply are no more

You will be glad to see that these scientists

names like Sandy Lake, etc.

DOUG MORRIS

dinosaurs around to fossilize.

are polite and do not insult their opponents or

The observation biofuels produce CO2 just

call them nasty names like “denier.” They only

like fossil fuel suggests a limited understand-

present the facts that are easily understood by

ing of lifecycle analysis. When fossil fuels are

the public. And they know what they are talk-

extracted then burned, there is a releasing of

TRAINING GUIDE EXTRA COPIES

ing about.

CO2 without any offset. The biomass source for

I just recently received a copy of the Jan./Feb.

If Tim Leslie wants to make a living by prov-

biofuel was grown and therefore used up some

copy of Canadian Aviator as well as the Cana-

ing that alternative fuels will work, good on

CO2 in the process. This CO2 offset may not

dian Aviator 2013 Flight Training Guide.

him. But don’t try to lay a guilt trip on the rest

be as much as some would hope, but we really

of us. The other names for “daunting” for the

don’t know for sure yet.

As a [high school] guidance services assistant, one of my responsibilities is to keep a

The answers lie in research, which brings

resource library for our students. We recently

me to my final point. It is the human condi-

had several students come to student services

One day it may become economical, but not

tion to seek and strive. We look for solutions.

and request information on becoming a pilot

today. And there is a branch of economics that

It is how we progress and improve the human

and found that your Flight Training Guide was

says that we will never run out of fossil fuel.

condition. Biofuels are not the only answer but

an extremely helpful publication.

As supplies go down, prices climb, exploration

may be part of a long-term sustainable energy

I was wondering if I could get four more cop-

increases, and we will always find something

solution that also includes fossil, nuclear, and

ies of the Flight Training Guide to put in our

— or maybe, eventually, go to biofuels or some

wind. Perhaps something else will be discov-

career centre.

new technology.

ered. But we will not discover anything if we

hundreds of thousands of dollars for this flight
are “uneconomical” and “wasteful.”

SUE BROUSSEAU

There are other reasons as well for not get-

do not continue to do research. Ultimately, it is

ting too worked up about biofuels right now.

my goal to simply work toward ways of helping

Use of large amounts of corn and other food

future generations continue to enjoy the same

Editor’s Note: We have a good supply of

crops raises their prices, and this can poten-

access to flying aircraft as we have. Broaden-

Flight Training Guides, and anyone who

tially shut off food supplies to millions of poor

ing the base of available fuels is one way of ac-

missed their copy can request one or more by

people who may experience famine. It’s already

complishing this.

emailing jim@canadianaviator.com.
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PRODUCT REVIEWS BY GLENN PEW

GEAR & GADGETS
Weight Matters — Know
What You’re Carrying
The handheld digital GripScale from eBags is a simple, portable,
and easy-to-use tool that helps pilots make educated weight
and balance calculations wherever, whenever. Using the scale
involves attaching baggage and using the scale to lift it by hand.
There is no hook hanging between your fingers, because the
scale uses a strap that attaches on either side of your fingers.
The unit beeps when it has a reading. It measures through a
range of 0.3 to 50 kgs and displays the weight on an illuminated
LCD screen. Users can switch between pounds and kilograms
by pushing the unit’s one button. Power is supplied by two lithium cell 2032 batteries. The unit shuts down automatically after
30 seconds without use and includes a low-power indicator. Cost
from eBags runs about $25.
For more: www.ebags.com

Portable ADS-B In & Out
SkyVision Xtreme has announced the release of its second-generation fully portable ADS-B transceiver system that works with wi-fi-capable iOS, Android, and
Windows devices. The new SkyVision G2 Portable weighs less (seven lbs. total)
and adds the option of a backup battery to maintain system stability through
momentary power interruptions. It comes in a sturdy briefcase carrying case,
includes a GPS antenna and power plug, and comes pre-wired and ready for flight.
The G2 uses the NavWorx ADS600-B universal access transceiver (temporary and
permanent mounting hardware options included), which is designed to meet the
FAA’s 2020 ADS-B mandate for ADS-B In/Out. SkyVision’s previous portable ADS-B
solution was available for less than $3,500. Owners can upgrade to the G2 version
for $100. Pricing for the G2 portable was not yet available at the time Canadian
Aviator went to press.
For more: www.skyvisionxtreme.com

A Backpack for Pilots
Keep your hands free with Sporty’s new Cross Country Backpack. It includes specific pockets for your headset, iPad, fuel
tester, handheld transceiver, flashlight, and more. Compartments intended for expensive electronics (iPad, laptop, and
headset) are padded. A shoulder-strap-mounted compartment
keeps your cell phone in quick reach, and the bag’s rubberized
bottom makes it less likely to soak up moisture when set down
on wet surfaces. Sporty’s attention to detail includes a sleeve
for your transceiver’s antenna if you choose to remove it and
a slot that allows it to pass through if you choose to leave it
mounted. The headset compartment includes storage space
for batteries. The bag’s dimensions are 18” x 14” x 7”, and it’s
constructed mostly of heavy-duty nylon with double-stitched
seams. The company is offering a six-year guarantee on this
product. It is available online for about $65.
For more: www.sportys.com
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Plentiful Organized
Hardware
A new offering from Wicks organizes — and brings
down the price of — some of its most popular hardware
kits by bundling them together and adding a free portable storage rack (also available for purchase separately).
Wicks’s new “Hardware Package” delivers four separate segmented boxes that house the company’s classic
hardware kits, including hundreds of AN bolts, nuts,
washers, and cotter pins — all separated, labelled, and
organized by size — plus a four-shelf storage rack (part
# Rack-L). The rack sells separately for about $63. When
bought together, Wicks’s “Hardware Package” effectively offers a discount over standalone pricing for each
kit, and the storage rack comes free of charge. Price for
the Hardware Kit and rack together is about $300.
For more: www.wicksaircraft.com

ForeFlight For Canada
iPad Mini Kneeboard
Flying with the iPad got a little more convenient with
introduction of the iPad Mini, and AppStrap capitalizes on the Mini’s smaller form factor with a simple,
lightweight, easily-stowed mounting option. AppStrap uses a form-fitting gel case to secure the Mini
and a movable tilt pad to allow adjustment to the
Mini’s viewing angle. An adjustable nylon leg strap
and buckle attaches to the case with a wide Velcro
strip. The design is simple, low-profile, and versatile.
It lets pilots quickly reposition the Mini from portrait
to landscape and also allows for easy sharing or
quick stowage of the device. The company offers
full-sized iPad solutions, too. AppStrap for the
Mini is offered at about $40.
For more: www.theappstrap.com

#1-5550 Aerospace Drive, Kelowna B.C. V1V 1S1
Fax: 765-8322 Phone (250) 765-9718

Email: okaero@shaw.ca
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Right Seat

AlwAys leArning By MiReille GoyeR

Ditching Technique

e are now officially within
swimming distance,” I declared to my student.
ATC was sequencing us for
an instrument approach and had vectored
us further and further out over the ocean
at 3,000 feet. The radar tag describing us
as a Cessna 172, not a B747, failed to raise
concerns in the controller’s mind. Maybe
he thought that we had floats.
Every day, pilots find themselves flying
over water and beyond gliding distance
of the shore by choice or inadvertently.
Whether they are wearing a life jacket or
not, these pilots are often less ready to
handle ditching an airplane, should the
need arise, than they think they are.
A few months ago, I read the NTSB report
about the famous ditching of US Airways
Flight 1549 in the Hudson River in 2009.
While many aspects were very educational,
one paragraph really caught my attention.
Because airspeed control wasn’t adequate
during the approach, the accident Airbus
touched down at a much steeper angle and
a much faster airspeed than it should have.
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That prompted Airbus test pilots to fly
the same approach, minus the extreme
stress the accident airplane pilots experienced, in a simulator. They managed to
ditch the airplane at a near-zero descent
rate and at a slower air speed than they
previously thought was possible using a
creative piloting technique.
Any landing in an area not carefully inspected ahead of time is an adventure at
best. When the surface is water, the adventure takes on a new dimension.
There are few emergencies where the
type of airplane affects the outcome as
much as it does when considering ditching. Having retractable gear is a plus in
this case. Gear is known to “catch” in the
water upon touchdown and may cause
the airplane to flip. If it flips, a high-wing
design may help the cabin stay above the
water for a few minutes. If it doesn’t flip
then a low wing design might be more advantageous and should give time for the
occupants to step out dry.
In ground school, we address how to select the approach direction depending on

the wind direction and the swell size. We
spend far less time discussing the actual
ditching technique despite the fact that
proper technique increases the odds of a
successful outcome tremendously.
To control the outcome of ditching an
airplane as much as possible, three key
objectives must be attained: slowest forward speed possible upon touchdown to
ensure that the nose-down moment generated as the airplane comes to a near immediate stop is too weak to cause the airplane to flip; near-zero descent rate upon
touching down to reduce the possibility
of a bounce and to minimize the “catch”
effect; and wingtips clear of the water to
prevent uncontrolled rotation toward the
touching wingtip.
To land, seaplane pilots use a technique
similar to that used by land airplane pilots
operating at soft fields and unapproved
strips. To sum it up: After slowing down
as much possible in ground effect, power
is added to reduce the descent rate to nearly zero upon touching down as well as to
further decrease the touchdown air speed.

KAth BoAKe illustrAtion

It’s All About How You HIt tHe wAter

Power is also used to overcome the substantial surface drag after touching down
and thus prevent the airplane from stopping too abruptly and possibly flipping.
This is the recommended technique
should ditching become necessary while
power is available. If engine failure is imminent, ditching an airplane early with
power available is considered good airmanship, because doing so significantly
reduces the risks associated with ditching.
But when the engine fails to give advanced warning, what is a pilot to do?
If there are no boats in the area, immediately turning towards the shore (even
when it is beyond gliding distance) is a
must. Gliding toward the shore will reduce
the swimming distance. Moreover, rescue
services are likely to come from the land.
Next, as the airplane glides down at
best glide speed, prepare the cabin and the
passengers for a jarring stop after touchdown as there will be no power available
to minimize the effect of high surface drag.

Remove and secure any object that may
slow down the process of exiting the airplane. IPads and headsets are not required
to make a successful ditching. Cracking
the doors open and wedging them open
with any object at hand will help prevent
the doors from becoming jammed shut by
impact forces.
After selecting the appropriate approach direction given the conditions,
shift your focus to achieving the three key
objectives: slowest possible airspeed, nearzero descent rate, and wingtips away from
the surface upon touchdown.
The challenge lies with the fact that
during a normal power-off landing touchdown does not occur at the slowest possible airspeed and there is some remaining descent rate that is normally absorbed
by the landing gear when within limits.
Therefore, simply leveling off and slowing down in ground effect, wings leveled,
will not achieve two of three objectives
when ditching.

Airbus test pilots found that entering
ground effect at a faster-than-normal air
speed allowed them to better minimize
their descent rate and further decrease
their air speed upon touchdown.
Although we cannot practice actually
ditching airplanes, at airports featuring
runways long enough to permit approaching ground effect at various speeds
we certainly can practice various poweroff landing techniques.
Techniques that yield controlled minimum descent rate and slowest speed
upon touchdown are also useful when
making an emergency landing in a wide
open land area with a soft surface.
The reward for achieving the three key
objectives for a successful ditching is a better chance at exiting the airplane quickly
and in one piece.
Post-ditching activities may involve
treading the water or swimming. Each is
extremely challenging with broken arms
and legs.
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Here are the options available:
• STC’d 182 Conversions,
1956 thru 1986
• 230-330 HP
• Useful loads of over
1,200 lbs on straights!!
• 1,000 lbs on amphibs!!
• Gross weight increased
to 3,350 lbs
Seasonal change to
wheels is simple!
Sales and installations

Seaplanes West Inc.
i n c o r p o r a t e d

• No Corrosion
• 2 huge hatches
• Oil filled main wheels
• Totally maintenance free!
Cessna 180, 182, 185
and 206 floats. Beaver 5850.

IO-550 Super SeaLane...

Priest River, Idaho
Ph: 208-448-0400
www.aerocet.com

6400 Tronson Road, Vernon, B.C., Canada V1H 1N5 | Ph: 250-545-4884 | jim@seaplaneswest.com

www.seaplaneswest.com
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Healthy Pilot

AviAtion Medicine with DR. CAMERON BOYD, MD

Chest Pain? See a Doctor

he 57-year-old, very experienced commercial airline pilot
considered himself quite fit
and health-conscious. He was
a non-smoker (quit in 1996), slim, didn’t
drink alcohol, had regular medical checkups, and cycled 30-50 km most evenings
when not on the road.
He decided to seek his doctor’s advice
when the chest pain he had been noticing
on his bike rides for two years became
worse and lasted most of the duration.
The pain was central to his chest, steady,
sometimes in his upper left arm, and
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would stop if he stopped pedaling and
coasted. Twice he awoke at night with
chest pain, which settled when he sat up
in a chair.
The doctor he first saw was an experienced aviation physician who ordered an
ECG and referred him for an urgent internal medicine consultation, which occurred
five days later.
The internist (also with copious aviation medicine experience) ordered both
an echocardiogram and stress echocardiogram (heart ultrasound after stepping off
treadmill), which showed heart muscle loss

consistent with a previous heart attack and
large areas of reduced blood flow with exercise confirming the likelihood of serious
angina and another impending heart attack.
The medical diagnosis was ischemic
heart disease, and a referral was made for
an urgent angiogram. He was prescribed
the common “heart lifesaver” medications
of aspirin, b-blocker (Metoprolol), and a
statin (Lipitor), and he was grounded. The
angiogram showed a critical 95 percent
stenosis (blockage) in the main cardiac
artery and considerable disease in three
other cardiac arteries.

dreAMstiMe.coM

Better to Lose Your Licence than Your Life

He was ushered to the operating room
later that day and had a quadruple coronary artery bypass grafting (a heart bypass). He required two units of transfused
blood post-bypass and developed pericarditis (inflammation surrounding the
heart), which settled promptly with the
usual treatment.
He was discharged five days later on
eight medications, including his pre-operative medications, a nitroglycerine patch,
a stool softener, an iron supplement, and a
narcotic to control pain.
Two months later, he was only on an
ACE inhibitor (for blood pressure and
cardiovascular health), a statin (for cholesterol control), and aspirin. He was back to
cycling 40 km every two days and walking
four km daily with no symptoms of any
kind. He could even cover the 40-km bike

mandatory to assess whether the heart is
still pumping efficiently. The location of
the stenosis (blockage) will also be considered, as this can predict future events.
Unfortunately, this pilot’s disease was
quite advanced. Civil Aviation Medicine
adjudicates all cases individually and in
cases like this would most likely request
an opinion from Aviation Cardiology.
It may be prudent for this pilot to enjoy retirement in a less stressful location

than an airline cockpit and to continue to
undergo routine cardiovascular followup with his specialist consultants and his
family doctor. The medication he has been
prescribed is designed to prevent progression of his disease, which can be compared
to a sort of “cancer” of the arteries.
He will be more likely to receive a favourable adjudication from Civil Aviation Medicine Canada if he applies for a
private pilot licence with or as co-pilot.

Introducing the

HE DECiDED tO
sEEk His DOCtOR’s
ADviCE wHEN tHE
CHEst PAiN HE HAD
BEEN NOtiCiNg ON
His BikE RiDEs
fOR twO YEARs
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ride faster than before as he didn’t need to
K
coast as much.
Most patients with central chest pain
do not delay telling their physician quite
as long as did this pilot. But pilots are
very reluctant to present to doctors with
symptoms that could result in grounding,
as happened in this case. This pilot was
nonetheless lucky that his one critically
blocked artery did not lead to more serious consequences, like a fatal heart attack.
So what are the chances of this pilot getting ungrounded and resuming commercial aviation? Frankly, they’re not good.
A six-month grounding period following bypass grafting is the minimum. Postoperative reports and cardiac investigations will be required by Civil Aviation
Medicine Canada. An echocardiogram is

CMY

Lowest acquisition and operating costs of any turbine helicopter
Hover ceiling OGE at maximum gross weight over 10,000 ft
300 lb capacity dedicated baggage compartment

www.robinsonheli.com • 310-539-0508
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Eye On The Sky

Weather KnoWledge By MichaEl MaSEk

Have a Weather Question?
Send it to Mike and We’ll PubliSh the anSWer

Weather is among the most important considerations
for pilots and our weather expert Mike Masek can
answer your questions.
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The most common questions I get from
pilots are about the interpretation of some
term or symbol they’ve come across in
a weather report or forecast; from nonpilots, it’s normally limited to whether or
not it’s going to rain (or snow).
Once in a while, the question I get
asked suggests to me there may be a
lack of available information on a particular weather topic. Sometimes it
turns out that the reference information
the pilot is seeking is either incomplete,
difficult to find, or, in some cases, unavailable. In these situations, I treat
the question as a trigger to initiate an
amendment to the appropriate sections
of the TC AIM, CFS, etc.
So, what are some of the weather questions that I’ve been asked over the years?
Believe me, there have been many, but I’ve
extracted a few common examples from

my notes to give you an idea of what other
pilots wanted to know about weather.

Q

“I came across the term FLDURD in
a PIREP the other day. What does it
stand for?”

a

There are really two parts to this answer. First, the abbreviation “/FL”
is the prefix which designates this as the
altitude field in the pilot report. The abbreviation DURD refers to the content of
the altitude field. It stands for “during
descent.” Normally, the content of the /
FL field will be a numeric value that will
indicate the altitude, in hundreds of feet,
above mean sea level. However, the following three non-numeric abbreviations
can also be used in this field: DURD – During Descent, DURC — During Climb, and
UNKN — Unknown.

Sylvio roy

s an aviation meteorology
instructor for many years, I
think I’ve been asked questions on just about every
possible aspect of weather. Most of the
questions I get are fairly straightforward
and relatively easy to answer. There are
times, however, when the questions I
get are definitely more challenging and
require a bit more investigation to come
up with the correct answer. Thankfully,
I have access to a considerable cadre of
learned colleagues across the country
that I can call on to help me out.
But I honestly have to admit that, in spite
of the many years that I’ve been doing what
I do, I never tire of all the questions.
From a personal perspective, I actually find them immensely valuable,
since they force me to review areas of
aviation meteorology.

Q

“There is a symbol in today’s GFA
chart I haven’t seen before. It’s a
dashed purple line. What does it mean?”

a

A single purple dashed line is used on
the GFA to indicate a surface TROF
— an area of low mean sea level pressure
that extends outward from a surface lowpressure centre.
A double purple dashed line, on the
other hand, denotes an upper TROF. An
upper TROF is essentially an extended
area of low altitude for a particular pressure level aloft. Both features promote
convergence and are often characterized
by cloudy weather.

Q

“I get confused about wind direction.
When are the winds in degrees magnetic, and when are they in degrees true?”

a

Believe it or not, I get this question a
lot, and it is one of the easiest to answer. Winds in all weather products (reports or forecasts) are always given in degrees true north. In fact, I believe the only

time you will be given winds in degrees
magnetic is from a control or advisory service for the purposes of landing or takeoff
(in southern domestic airspace).

Q

“I just looked at the weather forecasts, and they’re totally out of
whack today. There’s more than 1,500 feet
difference between the forecast cloud bases on the GFA and the TAF for my aerodrome. What gives?”

a

This is one mistake a lot of pilots
make. Whenever you are comparing forecast cloud height in the TAF
and the GFA, you have to keep in mind
that each product uses a different reference elevation.
In the TAF, cloud height is with reference to “above ground level” (AGL),
whereas in the GFA all cloud heights are
with reference to “above mean sea level”
(ASL). So the elevation of your aerodrome
may account for why you are seeing a difference between the forecast cloud height
values in each weather product.

NEWCAL AVIATION INC.

aSK MiKE
you too may have asked similar
questions in the past. i hope you got the
answer you needed. For many pilots,
especially those who are relatively new
to aviation, getting answers to weather
questions can be a challenge, but we’ll
try to change that for readers of
canadian aviator.
if you have a weather question you
would like to share with your fellow
pilots, send it to me at canadian aviator.
if i use your question in a future column,
canadian aviator will send you a small
appreciation gift, and everyone else will
become a little more weather-wise
Weather questions for michael masek
should be emailed (no regular mail, please)
to russ@canadianaviator.com.

Supplying deHavilland Spares
from the Beaver up to Dash 8

14 Riser Rd, Little Ferry, NJ 07643
Ph: (201) 440-1990 Fx: (201) 440-8981
Web: www.newcalaviation.com
Email: mail@newcalaviation.com

If deHavilland made it, NewCal Has it

HELPING THE Bush Pilot FLY THE NORTH FOR OVER 55 YEARS
Image Courtesy Bombardier
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Flying Stories

HANGAR TALK WITH JACK SCHOFIELD

Crash into Oblivion
PIONEER AIRLINES SUFFERED FATE OF MANY

Bill McCluskey and his
Boeing Flying Boat.

was in my ofﬁce one day,
away back in the dark ages—
sometime around 1995. The
magazine’s designer was
with me, and we were plotting the looks
of the next issue. We used to run a history story and parallel it with a feature on
a present-day aviator who was a history
maker. The storyboard was telling me
that the feature history story was pretty
short and not illustrated sufﬁciently. The
phone rang. It was Vern Roberts, the former superintendent of a logging operation that I once ﬂew for.
“You’ve never told the Pioneer Airways
story in the magazine,” he said and added,
“It’s my dad’s story, too.” Roberts then
launched into an account of a pioneer B.C.
airline appropriately called Pioneer. The
story left me hanging on the ropes, and
then he emailed me some photos from
his father’s scrapbook. Suddenly the storyboard problem was solved. We ran the

I
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story under the title “The Short, Furious
History of Pioneer Airways.”
Bill McCluskey was standing on the
cabin top of the little ﬂying boat. He was
waiting to jump to the dock as the craft
came alongside. It was cold in Ocean
Falls on this day, and he would have to
take care not to slip on those frosty planks.
Well practiced at his job, he made the leap
without incident, taking a quick turn of
the aircraft’s rope around the dock’s tie-up
rail all in one ﬂuid movement. The aircraft
snuggled up to the dock as McCluskey
blew into his hands and looked around.
Now, you have to ask how I knew
things happened just like that. After all,
it was 1935, and nobody recorded this
event, but I did have a photo of McCluskey standing atop the little ﬁve-place
C-204 Thunderbird pusher ﬂying boat
built at Boeing’s Vancouver factory, so I
knew he had to jump down to tie up. I
made up the rest from my own experi-

ences in jumping to a frosty dock from a
Beaver or Single Otter. Adding stuff like
this is referred to as artistic licence, and
mine is still valid. Ocean Falls, by the
way, was the biggest pulp mill in B.C. at
the time and was a big help to the local
economy, which was just coming out of
the Depression years. Paciﬁc Mills was
the owner of the mill, and there were
some 3,500 people resident in the newly
constructed town site. To a man, the local population hated the long steamship
ride to Vancouver and the long delays
waiting for freight. They were impressed
with airplanes. Roberts told me that the
well-paid papermakers and many of the
regular workers were keen to invest in
his dad’s proposal that they start their
own airline. Bobbie Roberts was the accountant for Paciﬁc Mills, and he brought
the company and ten individual shareholders together to ﬁnance his brainchild, named Pioneer Airways Ltd.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF JACK SCHOFIELD

A crash near Alta Lake brought the
end of Pioneer Airways.

They hired the best pilot of the day. The
38 year-old McCluskey was a World War
I-decorated pilot with bags of commercial
experience, and the aircraft chosen for the
airline was the best available craft for water operation on the coast. The company
was so ﬁnancially ﬂush that they ordered
two of the little ﬂying boats, and McCluskey hired his pilot friend Bill Holland for
the second plane. The world was their
oyster, and the initial operations were very
successful. The abundance of passengers
from Ocean Falls and nearby Bella Bella,
Shearwater and the local ﬁsh-packing operations on the coast were delighted with
the service.
On Saturday, July 27, Bill McCluskey
began a typically busy week. He took off
out of Ocean Falls in the Thunderbird CFALD and ﬂew up to Prince Rupert, where
he picked up passengers, then ﬂew north
to Stewart, then back to Rupert, picking
up and dropping off as the ﬂying business
goes. He stayed in Rupert overnight, returning to Ocean Falls Sunday morning,
when he picked up passengers for Alert
Bay. Returning to Ocean Falls, he put a
full load aboard and took off again in the
late afternoon.
The little ﬂying boat landed at Alert Bay
once more, right at grounding time. The
next morning, he took off at dawn and
landed his full load at 8 a.m. at Wells Air
Harbour in the north arm of the Fraser
River. McCluskey was beat. That’s a lot
of ﬂying, and he planned to rest for the
next day, but fate played its usual hand.
A booking for three passengers to Gunn
Lake in the Bridge River country was
taken, and Bill Holland was out ﬂying
somewhere and not available to take the
ﬂight. McCluskey got up early to load two
passengers at the Fraser River air harbour
— important passengers, as it happened:
the well-known dean of Science at UBC, R.
Brock, in company with the head of Pioneer Mines, David Sloan. Brock advised
McCluskey that he was to land at Alta
Lake along the way, where they would
pick up Mrs. Brock before proceeding to
Gunn Lake. It was explained that Mrs.
Brock was vacationing with her two sons
at Alta Lake, which is close to the present
town of Whistler.
The little ﬂying boat arrived at Alta
Lake quite early in the day, but it was after
four o’clock before Mrs. Brock was avail-

able to join them for the trip up to Gunn
Lake. McCluskey cast off from the dock
and taxied toward the far shore during
the time of day when the lake is known to
develop strong gusting crosswind conditions. For reasons no one has ever determined, he did not give himself the full run
of the lake for takeoff; instead, he turned
into wind only a half mile from leaving
the dock. It was reported that the aircraft
had not gained more than 125 feet of altitude during the climbout before banking
steeply to avoid the oncoming trees of the
far shore. The ﬂying boat was seen to slip
in the turn and then plunge into a clearing on the northeast shore of the lake. The
impact of the crash broke the aircraft’s

back, and the pedestal mounted engine
“pendulumed” forward, smashing into
the cabin, instantly killing McCluskey
and his front-seat passenger, Dean Brock.
In the back seat, Mrs. Brock and David
Sloan were gravely injured. Sloan would
survive, but Mrs. Brock died while being
transported in a speedboat to hospital.
The city of Vancouver was in shock at
this tragic loss of the popular and eminent
engineer, scholar, humanitarian, soldier,
and educator. The sad circumstances of
Mrs. Brock’s death added to the tragedy,
and the newspapers cried letters of tribute
for many days. Bill McCluskey and the little well-founded airline joined the legion
of the lost.
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Future Flight

aviation’s next century with Tim LesLie

What Makes Avgas Different
Why Finding a 100LL RepLacement is so diFFicuLt
port and added some points gleaned from
my notes from other seminars.
We have had access to cheap and easy
energy during the first 100 years of powered flight. However, as fuel becomes less
cheap and as we come to better understand the impact of its use on the ecosystem, it is imperative we gain a thorough
appreciation of how best to maximize efficiencies and seek more sustainable ways
of operations. The only way to accomplish
this is to understand the properties of fuel.
Here are some important considerations of
100LL relative to performance and to the
service life of your engine.
OcTane RaTing

The most significant property of 100LL as
compared to other gasoline products is the
very high octane quality of the fuel. The
higher the octane rating, the more compression a fuel can withstand before self-igniting,
or detonating. Detonation is often referred
to as knock. A 99.5 motor octane number
(MON) is the minimum stated by the ASTM
D910 standard. This comparatively high octane is necessary to meet the requirements
of thermally efficient high-output engines,
which account for a significant portion of the
general aviation (GA) fleet.

Avgas is a specialized fuel
that is hard to replace.

he only leaded motor fuel left
in the world is 100LL avgas,
and its days are numbered because even the small amount
of lead it releases to the atmosphere
(which settles on the land, becomes part
of the food chain, and ends up in the tissues of all living organisms, particularly
those of us at the top of that food chain)
is too much.
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Over the years I’ve attended various
seminars on the properties of aviation fuel
and the challenges of replacing 100LL for
the thousands of high-performance aircraft
engines that simply must have something
comparable to run reliably and efficiently.
Among the best explanations I’ve found
came from the FAA’s David Atwood. Although it’s much too detailed to reprint
here, I’ve summarized sections of that re-

The energy content or heating value of a fuel
is expressed as either BTU (British Thermal
Units per pound) or MJ/kg (megajoules per
kilogram). Energy density directly affects
the engine’s takeoff rating as well as the
cruising range of the aircraft. Fuel composition and hydrocarbon type have a direct effect on the energy content of a fuel. By mass,
paraffins have a greater BTU content than
aromatics, which have greater values than
oxygenated compounds such as alcohols or
ethers. A reduction in the heating value of
a fuel will require reassessment of engine
takeoff rating and aircraft performance
characteristics. A significant change in performance due to a reduction in heat of combustion will require re-certification of both
engine and aircraft performance.

dreamstime.com

eneRgy cOnTenT

DisTiLLaTiOn

The distillation curve of 100LL helps ensure there is adequate front-end volatility
for starting and warmup. However, distillation must also be low enough to prevent
vapor lock and/or other hot fuel-handling
problems. The high end of the distillation
range is controlled to guard against potential engine deposit buildup and high gum
formation rates during prolonged storage.
maTeRiaL cOmpaTibiLiTy

Most aircraft fuel systems contain elastomeric components such as hoses, seals,
o-rings, sealant, and tank bladders. Fuel
system components and materials in older
aircraft were designed to be used with
low-aromatic, non-oxygenated gasoline.
Use of a higher aromatic fuel in older aircraft could leach out the plasticizer agent,
resulting in a more brittle
part. As these components
become more brittle, the possibility for leaks or breakage
is increased.

operating with unleaded fuels in legacy
aircraft engine designs. Current valve
seat alloys, valve head facings, valve
stem coatings, and guide materials are
designed for compatibility with leaded
aviation gasoline, where the lead acts as
a lubricant, coating the contact areas between the valve, seat, and guide. Small
concentrations of lead have been shown
to exert a significant influence on minimizing valve seat wear.
Air-cooled engines differ from liquidcooled engines with regard to the size of
cylinder bores, the power output per cylinder, and the higher operating temperatures of the metal. Some fuel additives and
oil chemistries, which perform satisfactorily in automotive applications, are inadequate when used in aviation engines.
An easily discernible part of the cylin-

to the low utilization of aircraft piston
engines. Aircraft engines can sit unused
for months at a time. With regard to infrastructure, the fuel distribution system
in less populated areas is such that fuel
storage tanks or drums could contain fuel
that has aged in excess of 12 months. Peroxides develop upon oxidation of the fuel
and can also contribute to accelerated corrosion of metallic components and cause
components such as o-rings and seals to
become brittle.
emissiOns

Although aircraft engines are not currently subject to the same regulatory
control of exhaust gas emissions as cars,
as environmental concerns become more
topical, there will be increasing pressure
to reduce pollutants. Introduction of an
alternative fuel (depending
upon composition) will alter
the composition of exhaust
it is imperative we gain a
gas emissions. Engine testing of a new fuel should inthorough appreciation of how
clude testing to quantify the
LubRicanT
effect of the new fuel on exbest to maximize efficiencies and
cOmpaTibiLiTy
haust gas emissions. This is
The elimination of lead byessential, as life cycle analyseek more sustainable ways
products of combustion
sis (measurement of impact
of operations
should have a beneficial effect
on the environment from
relative to the accumulation
cradle to grave of a product)
of lead byproducts in sludge
becomes more prevalent in
buildup, engine oil sump deposits, waste
future operations.
der assembly where deposits form is the
oil, and used oil filters when compared to
spark plug. Accumulations can cause disTOxiciTy
100LL. However, it will be necessary to
ruption of the ignition process by shieldThe toxicological effects associated with
re-evaluate the lubricant requirements of
ing the discharge from the plug. This
exposure to a new-formulation avgas
engines in real-world service conditions, as
condition can deteriorate to the point
must be considered in order to screen for
lead is also considered a lubricant.
where deposits partially or completely
fuels that pose an unacceptable hazard
bridge the electrode gap; the faster the
miscibiLiTy
to humans coming in contact with the
formation rate of these deposits, the
Low water retention is another important
fuel, its vapors, or combustion byprodmore often the required cleaning interval
property for aviation gasoline and will
ucts. Additional testing may be required
at a cost o increased maintenance and airremain a critical consideration for 100LL
to evaluate toxicity of the additive as
craft downtime.
alternatives. Condensed water is an inevirelated to aircraft refueling, exposure of
sTORage sTabiLiTy
table contaminant in storage and aircraft
ground personnel to fuel vapors, and efThe storage stability of 100LL is generally
tanks during operation. Phase separation
fect on engine emissions.
considered to be one year. The storage
must be considered to ensure fuel can
stability of most automotive gas is four
rapidly and cleanly shed water through
It is essential for operators to underto six months. The primary difference is
draining from aircraft tanks and to ensure
stand the fuel they use in their engines.
aviation fuels have traditionally been cut
filter-water separators can function corIt not only makes you a safer pilot, but a
to remove gum-forming heavy hydrocarrectly during distribution of the fuel.
more efficient one as well. Whether it be
bon components. This lack of olefins and
for financial or environmental reasons, efengine WeaR
low aromatics tends to keep 100LL stable
ficiencies will become increasingly more
Valve seat wear is one of the more chalin storage for longer periods of time. The
important as the true price of fuel belenging difficulties to overcome when
importance of storage stability also relates
comes apparent.
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Fit to Fly

TCTCTC BY TCTCTCTC

tctctc tctctc tctctc
TCTCTC TCTCTCTC TCTCTC

tctctc tctctc tctctc

Ross Adams’ Sitinson Gullwing
contrasts the Ontario fall landscape.
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EVERY INCH A

WARBIRD
STINSON RELIANT ADAPTED
WELL TO CIVILIAN LIFE
STORY AND PHOTOS BY PETER LUBIG

W

arbirds bring to mind aircraft like Mustangs,
Spitfires, or even heavy bombers like the B-17
or Lancaster — but many military variants
of civilian aircraft have toiled for the militarGRAEME PEPPLER is the publisher of From
ies of dozens of nations
and fit the category.
The Ground Up and lives in Ottawa.
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SHOOTING A CLASSIC

For this photo shoot mission, arrangements were made to rendezvous with
the Reliant in the air just east of the
Guelph airport. It would be the first time
I laid eyes on the striking aircraft.
Our photo plane was John Atkins’s
Cessna 170 with Atkins in the left seat.
Communication was established, and
with quick position reports of our locations, John and I were scanning the
horizon. Within minutes, we made positive contact with the Gullwing — and it
would have been hard to miss.
This huge, slow-moving, bright red
airplane was a shining jewel in the sky,
and as we got closer, it became obvious
that this was not your typical everyday
private plane. The most impressive
feature is the large imposing wings. The
wing root is not very thick but quickly
expands to a much thicker area before it
tapers toward the tip. When the wing is
viewed from the front, the large hump
just outboard of the wing root gives it
the gullwing look. Earlier Reliants had
conventional wings and dual struts.
Another prominent feature is the
Lycoming radial engine. It’s rated at
300 horsepower and turns a twobladed prop.
Although it looks a little ungainly on
the ground, the Gullwing looked graceful during the photo shoot, and I caught
myself just watching this magnificent
plane fly through the air. It was a beautiful fall day, and I wanted to capture the
striking Gullwing against the autumn
colours of southern Ontario. It took
three tries to get that shot.
Work done, it was my turn to fly this
warbird with Adams. After climbing the
ladder on the left side of the plane, I
entered the vast cabin and took the right
seat for this flight.
When the main (and only) door was
closed and a safety briefing completed,
Adams started the Lycoming R-680
engine and, just like the conductor of an
orchestra, his hands perfectly manipulated the engine controls, mixture, throttle, prop, and mags in the right order to
fire up the cylinders of the R-680 engine.
After the run-up was completed,
power was added slowly until we had
the throttles set for takeoff power.
With barely any attitude change, we
were in the air, and Adams said, “You
have control.”
Staying in the circuit, I was able to
complete some turns. The controls
were very positive and a bit heavy but
felt very good. Too soon, it was time to
set up for landing. “Keep the approach
at a higher descent angle,” he said.
“This plane does not glide very well,
plus you must keep the runway in sight
because, at a slower speed, the nose
will block the runway.” Adams took control at short final and gracefully touched
down for a perfect landing.
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The big Gullwing is easy to spot.

Some, like Cessna L-3 bird dogs and
even adaptations of the Piper Cub, occupy
Warbird Alley at AirVenture Oshkosh, but
there are lesser-known former military aircraft whose preservation by an adventurous few keep that heritage alive.
While the historical signiﬁcance of their
Stinson Reliant V-77 is not lost on owners
Ross Adams and Soren Christiansen, the
decision to buy the big unusual single was
more an affair of the heart.

Adams and his lifelong flying buddy
Christianson were looking for an airplane, and they’d seen the V-77 in used
aircraft ads. It was in Alberta and apparently not getting much interest until
the future partners decided to go and
have a look.
A picture may be worth a thousand
words, but standing in front of the stately
Stinson was chapter one in a long story that
Adams and Christianson are still writing.

Tapered wings accentuated in the
shadow by the afternoon sun.
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Ross Adams, his wife Sylvia and son
Tim like showing off the Gullwing.

STINSON RELIANT
V-77 SPECS
Engine

Lycoming R-680-E3B

Power

300 horsepower at 2,300 RPM

Propeller

Hamilton Standard

Length

28'3"

Height

8'7"

Wingspan

41'11"

Empty weight 2,634 lbs
Useful load

1,366 lbs

Fuel capacity

76 gallons (US)

Seats

4 plus pilot

Max speed

145 mph

Max cruise

120 mph at 7,000 feet

Landing speed 60 mph with flaps
Service ceiling 14,000 feet
Range

575 miles at economy cruise

Fuel burn

14 gph at economy cruise

Price new

$22,496
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“It was love at ﬁrst sight,” Adams said. Air Force also used them.
“We just had to have it.” He and ChristianA total of 500 AT-19s were sent to Britain
son were dumbstruck by the beautiful lines under the Lend-Lease program in the Secand the Reliant’s big bold ramp presence. ond World War. About 350 AT-19s survived
Before the week was
and were returned
over, a pre-purchase
to the U.S. In the
inspection was commeantime, the StinIT WAS LOVE
pleted, and the two
son Company bemen were proud
came a subsidiary
AT FIRST SIGHT,”
owners of the 4,000of
Consolidated
lb., 68-year-old StinVultee Aircraft CorADAMS SAID.
son. The old beauty
poration. Since the
“WE JUST HAD TO
had captured its
AT-19 was built as
share of hearts since
a military plane,
HAVE IT.
its conversion from
there was no civilmilitary service. In
ian approval for it.
July 2012, Adams
Stinson had to reand Christianson became its 13th owners.
certify them, and the type became the StinThe airplane was based on the Reliant SR- son Reliant V-77.
10 built by the Stinson Aircraft Company
After they were checked out on the airof Wayne, Michigan. As the world headed plane in Calgary, Adams and Christianson
toward war in the late 1930s, the company ﬂew it to Oshkosh and then back to Onadapted the design for military use. Some tario. They have logged 100 hours of ﬂying
were ordered by the U.S. Army and desig- time so far since the purchase.
nated UC-81 for use as utility aircraft. But
Adams is an Air Canada check pilot on
most, including this one, were designated the A330. He’s ﬂown almost all the airAT-19 for use by the British Royal Navy. craft types Air Canada has operated since
The AT-19s were used in a multi-purpose he was hired in 1979. Adams’s interest in
role as a utility passenger, photoreconnais- aviation was piqued as a young boy besance, and instrument trainer. The Royal cause one of his uncles in Alberta owned

Panel is vintage 1940s with
a few modern touches.

a 1948 Taylorcraft. The Taylorcraft was
purchased new from the factory by his
Uncle Brian, who left it to Adams when
he died. Adams is planning to restore it to
ﬂying condition.
Adams started working on his private licence with the Calgary Flying Club in 1972

and, after a year in regular university, he
decided on a career in aviation. Adams enrolled in Mount Royal College and graduated in 1975 with a multi-IFR commercial
rating. His ﬁrst job was with a hail suppression company in Red Deer, and he also
worked as a jump plane pilot and later with

Athabasca Airways, ﬂying Cessna 180 and
185, Beavers, and Twin Otters. With this experience, Adams was quickly hired by Air
Canada, where he met and married his wife
Sylvia, who was working as a ticket agent.
Before the Stinson, he owned an Aeronca
Champ and a Cessna 170B.
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FIRE WHEN READY

A simulated multi-engine heavy transport aircraft, the Mocking Bird is seen fully engulfed in
a live fire training exercise at CF Fire and CBRN
Academy, CFB Borden
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AIR FORCE FIREFIGHTERS
TRAIN WITH THE BEST
STORY AND PHOTOS
BY IVAN HANSEN

I

t’s an ugly scene. Black smoke is pushing skyward
over the growing conflagratio, as the first crash
truck approaches the multi-engine jet transport.
This is as real as it gets, short of an actual disaster. The
fire is real, but the aircraft is not. The Mocking Bird is
a training prop, the largest of its kind in Canada. Since going
into service at the Canadian Forces (CF) Fire Academy in
1986, “the Bird” has been host to countless fires — in engines,
the tail, or fully engulfed. Starting with 500 litres of fuel to
get it going, instructors add more as needed while students
respond in Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting (ARFF) vehicles.

W W W . C A N A D I A N AV I A T OR M A G A Z I N E . C O M
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Crash trucks apply foam to
create a rescue path.

At the Canadian Forces Fire and CBRN
Academy, jet fuel is ignited as Chief
Instructor, Captain Neil Anderson directs
a fire training exercise

A hand-line is stretched from the second
arriving crash truck, and advanced to complete
extinguishment at fire training exercise.

Team makes entry to conduct search and
rescue during fire training exercise.
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“We’re using JP-8, the same fuel that we
have in our aircraft,” said chief instructor
Captain Neil Anderson. “That keeps a total realism, and the guys recognize that it
is difﬁcult.”
The ﬁrst arriving ARFF vehicle lays a
rescue path, knocking down the ﬁre with
foam on the least involved side of the
aircraft. The second vehicle adds another
quick discharge to increase the size of the
rescue path. The senior ﬁreﬁghter acts as
the incident commander (IC), directing
the operation. A hose line is advanced by
hand from the second vehicle to the aircraft, and the third arriving ARFF vehicle
extinguishes the remaining quadrants of
the aircraft.
The primary firefighting agent is
aqueous film-forming foam (AFFF), applied at a proportion of three percent in
water. The foam creates a vapor-suppressing film on the surface of hydrocarbon fuels for rapid fire control and
prevention of re-ignition. For running
or “three-dimensional” fuel fires, potas-

sium bicarbonate dry chemical is used
to interrupt the fire’s flame-producing
chemical reaction.
Under Canadian regulations, ﬁre proximity gear (aluminized/reﬂective) is not a
requirement, so CF ﬁreﬁghters now wear
structural ﬁreﬁghting gear, the same as
worn by municipal (structural) ﬁreﬁghters. “Over the years, ARFF tactics have
changed,” said Anderson. “We used to go
right for the ﬁre, but crash survivors are
going to be where there’s [the] least ﬁre
and heat, so that’s where we lay our initial
rescue path. We don’t want to test the limits of proximity gear. We’re putting ourselves in danger as it is. We can minimize
it by knocking the ﬁre down to make sure
our guys are safe. If we can’t perform the
rescue, then who will?”
The ﬁrst Air Force ﬁre school was established in the early 1940s at Mountainview,
ON, with live ﬁre training held at nearby
RCAF Station Trenton. When the volume
of smoke generated began to hinder ﬂying operations, the school was moved to

Aylmer, ON, and in 1956 it found a permanent home at CFB Borden.
In addition to the Mocking Bird, current
facilities at the CF Fire and CBRN Academy include CF-18 and Twin Huey aircraft
ﬁre mock-ups, structural ﬁre training towers, a hazardous materials building, a conﬁned-space maze, technical rope rescue,
and auto-extrication training areas.
Military ﬁreﬁghters have considerations
that civilian forces don’t encounter. The
Jaws of Life-type tools used to cut crash
victims from regular cars are useless on
tanks and other armoured vehicles, so military ﬁreﬁghters use plasma cutters.
After completing apprentice courses,
new ﬁreﬁghters are posted to an airbase
for on-the-job training. They return to the
academy to complete journeyman courses
including driver/operator and, later, supervisor courses.
While their trade is unique to the Air
Force, the 500 CF ﬁreﬁghters also provide
support to army and navy operations.
There are about 68 ﬁreﬁghters posted to
W W W . C A N A D I A N AV I A T OR M A G A Z I N E . C O M
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Retired CH-124 Sea King airframe is
used for rescue training at CF Fire and
CBRN Academy, CFB Borden.

8 Wing at CFB Trenton, Canada’s busiest military airﬁeld, where the on-duty
minimum is seven ﬁreﬁghters and one
dispatcher. Fireﬁghters generally work
nine-hour days and 15-hour nights for an
average of 42 hours per week.
The most frequent response at 8 Wing
is for medical emergencies, followed by
structural and high-hazard occupancy
ﬁre alarms, aircraft emergencies, and
vehicle collisions.
As the hub of CF air transport operations, 8 Wing airlifts troops and equipment
worldwide. Aircraft based there include 20
CC-130s, 5 CC-150s, 4 CC-177s, as well as
CH-146 SAR helicopters. ARFF vehicles
may be transported when necessary by
CC-177, by allied cargo aircraft such as the
C-5, or by civilian charter aircraft like the
AN-124 or AN-225. Some smaller ARFF
3 6 CANADIAN AVIATOR
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vehicles are air-transportable by CC-130.
8 Wing now has a medium-transport
ARFF mock-up in place that burns propane, which allows for the required annual
on-site recertiﬁcation of driver/operators.
Attrition is higher among the military
ﬁreﬁghters than in the civilian world.
“Our ﬁreﬁghters are trained to an international standard, which helps us, but it also
adds to our attrition, so it’s a double-edged
sword,” said 8 Wing ﬁre chief Captain David Jane. “Other factors are the economy
and the operational tempo. A lot of guys
that joined the ﬁre trade didn’t think they
would be deploying to a war, doing soldier-type work. The reality is that our ﬁreﬁghters in Afghanistan are carrying a riﬂe
and doing ﬁreﬁghting on the side.” There
have been about 10 ﬁreﬁghters in Afghanistan on each 6- to 9-month rotation.

“Compulsory retirement age has been
changed from 55 to 60, but somewhere
between 20 years and 35 years of service
is generally what most ﬁreﬁghters serve,”
said Jane.
Anderson has 20 years of service but
he’s effectively been in the military all his
life. “Brought up in a military family, the
Forces have always been something that
I’m near and dear to in my heart, and I
honestly did join for Queen and Country. Since I was a young child, I’ve always
wanted to be a ﬁreﬁghter as well, so for me
it’s the best of both worlds.”
AIR FORCE FIREFIGHTERS AT SEA

“Anything that ﬂies is an Air Force asset,
which includes the Sea King helicopters.
In the case of the Navy we’re actually
posted to the ship,” said Jane, whose ca-

RED 5 COURTESY 8 WING IMAGING, CPL DREW DEICS

8-Wing Trenton recently put into service
this E-One Titan 8 x 8 Aircraft Rescue & Fire
Fighting vehicle, designated Red 5.

HMCS Ville de Quebec, a fast frigate with
helicopter, is one of 17 warships with air
force firefighters posted to their crews, primarily in support of helicopter operations.

RED 5

8 Wing Trenton’s newest aircraft rescue and fire fighting (ARFF) vehicle is
an 8 x 8 Titan built by E-One and designated Red 5.
Fitted with an infrared (IR) imaging
system, the sensor is on the top of the
cab with the display on a monitor in the
upper area of the driver/operator’s field
of vision.
“We have been using handheld IR
imaging units for over 15 years, but this is
our first vehicle-mounted IR system,” said
fire chief David Jane. “We use IR for both
rescue and firefighting. It allows us to see
heat through the skin of an aircraft to determine where a fire may be on the inside
prior to an attack team making entry.”
Bigger than the previous generation
of ARFF vehicles, Red 5 carries 12,000 L
of water; 1,514 L of foam; and 1,100 kg
of dry chemical. The telescoping aerial
waterway’s piercing nozzle reaches
a height of 15 m, and the joystickcontrolled bumper turret has a reach of
stream of 70 m.
A temporary vehicle storage building
was completed in 2009 to house new,
larger ARFF vehicles, because the Fire
Firefighters on-duty at 8 Wing, CFB Trenton in front of original firehall, L-R: Cpl Turcotte, Cpl
Summers, Sgt St-John, Pte Boulay, Pte Loranger, Pte Steinberg, Pte Porteous, MCpl Simard.

reer includes three years as a ﬁreﬁghter
on HMCS Calgary. “The helicopter gets
attach-posted to a ship when it goes to
sea, but the ﬁreﬁghters become part of the
ship’s company.”
There are four ﬁreﬁghters on each of
the Navy’s frigates and destroyers, and
six ﬁreﬁghters on the supply ships. While
their main responsibility is ARFF in support of Sea King operations, ﬁreﬁghters
also assist with shipboard ﬁreﬁghting and
with maintenance of ﬁreﬁghting systems.
Navy sailors are trained in the basics of
damage and ﬂood control, with shipboard
ﬁreﬁghting as a secondary duty.
“Onboard the ships, there are a lot more
conﬁned spaces than in a structure ﬁre,”
said Fireﬁghter Corp. Brian Corrigan on
the HMCS Ville de Quebec. “Often a compartment cannot be readily ventilated

to the outside, so temperatures are more
extreme, and visibility is poor. For crash
rescue, we have limited space, and with a
moving vessel, we have to secure the aircraft to the deck before we can get inside.”
The ship’s engineering ofﬁcer coordinates
damage control and ﬁreﬁghting operations
and reports directly to the ship’s captain.
The senior ﬁreﬁghter (a sergeant) is responsible for ﬁreﬁghting operations on the
upper areas, including ﬂight deck, hangar,
and some of the weapons systems. Below
decks, most warships are divided into forward and aft sections, where emergency
operations are led by hull technicians.
“Everyone understands that going
to sea is part of what we do,” said Jane.
“While I certainly enjoyed my time on
ship, generally the preferred job is in the
airbase ﬁrehalls.”

Hall, built in 1962, was too small.
tktktktktktkktkt
tkt in
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“Construction will start
late winter
tktktktktktkktkt
2012 on a new and upgraded fire hall,”

said Captain Steven Dieter, Public
Affairs. “It will replace the existing
fire hall to accommodate the new firefighting equipment required with the
permanent stationing of the CC-177
aircraft at Trenton and to meet the
required response times to any location on the airfield.”
The new fire hall will be strategically
located on the southeast side of the air
field between the south perimeter road
and alpha taxiway, across the runway
from the new tower, near the embarkation facility. With 15 vehicle bays, the
last one will be a drive-through where
operators will be able to rapidly replenish water and foam.
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CREATED
TO BE
DESTROYED
MEDICINE HAT TARGET DRONE
COMPANY WORLD RENOWNED
BY MALCOLM MCLEOD
PHOTOS COURTESY OF MSTC

I

n Medicine Hat, Alberta, there’s a plant that turns out a
line of sleek-looking, well-engineered and popular aircraft.
But they’re virtually unknown to Canadian aviators, mainly
because they fly out of the public eye and they have a terrible survival record. For many of the planes that leave the Meggitt Training Systems (Canada) plant, their first flight is their
last and they end up being blown to bits by military ordnance at
nearby CFB Suffield or other military ranges across the world.

Shark faces add a comic touch.

Meggit, or MTSC as it’s known, is in the business of presenting a broad range of targets
for the military to practice against, including a doomed-to-die type of unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV) traditionally called a target drone.
The target drone is the ancestor of all of today’s high-tech UAVs and was developed
shortly after the First World War. At the time, the British developed remotely piloted vehicles, or RPVs, from existing airplanes. The “Fairey Queen” radio-controlled target was
a converted Fairey F-III ﬂoatplane, and the DH.82B “Queen Bee” was derived from the de
Havilland Tiger Moth biplane trainer. One air historian believes that through some convoluted path, the name of “Queen Bee” is said to have led to the use of the term “drone”
for remote-controlled aerial targets. Another theory is that the black stripes along the tail,
which were used to identify air targets, made them look like bees.
The ﬁrst large-scale production of drones was instigated in the 1930s by Reginald Denny,
a popular Hollywood actor and radio-controlled model airplane hobbyist. Denny saw that
W W W . C A N A D I A N AV I A T OR M A G A Z I N E . C O M
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A Vindicator ready for launch.

low-cost RC aircraft would be very useful for training anti-aircraft gunners and
sold the U.S. Army on the idea. His model
airplane shop on Hollywood Boulevard
evolved into the Radioplane Company,
which built thousands of RC airplanes for
the Army and Navy to shoot at. The Radioplane drone weighed 104 pounds, had
a 12-foot wingspan and ﬂew at 74 knots on
its six-horsepower two-cycle engine. The
RC system was built by Bendix.
It’s interesting to note that Norma Jeane
Mortenson was working at the Radioplane
factory in Van Nuys, California in 1944
when she was “discovered” by an army
photographer who thought she had potential as a model.
As air warfare evolved, so did target
drones. Some were used as decoys to draw
anti-aircraft defences away from attack4 0 CANADIAN AVIATOR
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ing U.S. aircraft during the Vietnam war,
and the gunnery target has evolved into
a counterforce threat emulation aircraft.
MTSC has partnered with Cassidian (formerly Dornier) to build a range of twin-jet
drones capable of speeds in excess of 400
knots. These drones are able to drop chaff,
jam radar, launch secondary cruise-missile-type drones, or emulate high-speed
sea-skimming missile attacks.
Canada has been at the forefront of
UAV design since the 1980s, when Canadair made this country’s largest export
sale of military equipment, supplying
the CL-289 remotely-piloted surveillance
drone to the United Kingdom, Italy and
Germany. MTSC President Spence Fraser
says the Canadian government missed an
opportunity in that it declined to buy the
CL-289 and ever since, has been looking at

foreign-built UAVs for military needs.
In spite of lacking a strong UAV industry, Canadian companies remain in
the forefront of remotely piloted vehicle
technology. This is because MTSC has
been able to carve out a niche in aerial
target drones and maintain successful
partnerships with more than 200 companies as suppliers or research and development partners. MTSC was awarded a
major contract with Australia last year
and the perception by many Canadians
was that the company was an overnight
success. In fact, MTSC is celebrating its
30th year in Canada.
Among MTSC’s various UAVs, one
model stands out as what Fraser calls “the
Beaver of Canadian RPVs.” It’s a small
and relatively inexpensive delta-wing airplane known as the Vindicator II. More

After launch the drones
are remotely piloted.

Smoke aids in visual acquisition.

than 500 have been produced, including
one that is on display in the Canadian War
Museum in Ottawa.
A look at the Vindicator II is a good
introduction to UAV technology. The aircraft itself appears simple. A bit more than
eight feet long with a similar wingspan,
the Vindicator weighs in at 170 pounds
(77 kilograms). It is powered by a 208cc
Wankel rotary engine (a spin-off of the
Norton motorcycle rotary) producing 38
horsepower for a small wooden two-blade
prop in a pusher conﬁguration. Maximum
speed is 180 knots. While it might look like
the work of an RC modeller, that’s where
the similarity ends. The airframe is built
to withstand the 27G stress of a catapult
launch and those that are not shot down
can be recovered by parachute. The aircraft has a kilowatt of power on board and

endurance is up to three hours. Sophisticated payloads allow the Vindicator to
appear on radar as anything from a large
aircraft to an attack helicopter.
The Vindicator II has also had a tour
of duty as a tactical UAV or surveillance
drone. When the Canadian Army was going to Afghanistan in 2003 and was waiting for delivery of multi-million-dollar
French Sperwer UAVs, it bought several
dozen of what Fraser calls “cheap and
cheerful Vindicators” with Sony video
cameras and live TV links to train the
Sperwer crews. Fraser said they were able
to do that because the Vindicator has the
same CDL Systems command and control
software as all U.S. Army drones.
No matter what their mission, all UAVs
require a command and control system.
While many can ﬂy autonomously, they

tktktktktktkktkt
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all require highly reliable remote control.
MTSC and partner CDL Systems developed a world-beating universal ground
control station technology that has been
adopted by the U.S. Army. A measure of
CDL Systems’ success was evident in December of last year, when the company
was scooped up without fanfare by Lockheed Martin.
So if you’re ﬂying in southern Alberta
and you encounter an unusual aircraft
with no windows or canopy, you are
quite likely in restricted airspace (and
also in a good deal of trouble). With the
exception of very small UAVs operated
below 400 feet, unmanned aircraft are not
likely to share civil airspace until there is
a quantum leap in their reliability, but
MTSC is a company that believes it can
achieve that goal.
W W W . C A N A D I A N AV I A T OR M A G A Z I N E . C O M
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T33 fusilage found a
home on Harrys farm.

PASSION

FINDS A WAY
HARRY WHEREATT WAS DETERMINED TO FLY A HURRICANE
BY TIM LESLIE

T

here will be no odes
written memorializing Harry Whearatt’s
aviation exploits, no
statues erected in his honour.
Whereatt, who died in June of
2012, was simply a southern
Saskatchewan farmer whose
urge to fly was so great he
took extraordinary measures
to secure his place in the sky.
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Whereatt ﬂew Tiger Moths, Harvards,
and the Hawker Hurricane yet he never
served a day in the military. In fact, he
never really left the farm. Whereatt’s family farm is right in the heart of the Snowbirds practice area about 50 nautical miles
south of Moose Jaw. Winter was when
Whereatt’s airshow season began with the
CT-114 Tutors practising overhead serving as constant reminders of an unrealized
childhood dream.

A trip to Whereatt’s farm was much
more than a fascinating adventure, it was
a life lesson.
Housed in several outbuildings behind
the farmhouse were museum-quality aircraft all of which Whereatt (or his wife
Anne) had ﬂown, or intended to ﬂy. Two
Harvards and a Lysander sat hangared in
the ﬁrst building, the Hurricane project a
little further back. Outside behind a shed
was a Bristol Bomber.

Harry Whereatt died
in June of 2012.

Whereatt’s passion was the
Hurricaine he restored.

Those lucky enough to be invited in for
coffee (meaning the Whereatts decided they
were more than just curiosity seekers) a seat
would be made among the aviation magazines and manuals strewn throughout their
living room. Aviation was not just a hobby
for the Whereatts. It was a way of life.
Whereatt’s story is not unique. When
the Second World War broke out Whereatt
had dreams of becoming a Hurricane pilot and defending the skies over England.
The war ended before he turned eighteen
so his future was ﬁrmly rooted in the Saskatchewan soil. But when the farm work
was done, he had time to live his dream.
Whereatt bought war surplus machines
from the military. These days it is hard to
imagine a Hurricane being sold for about
the price of gas remaining in its tanks.
Many farmers bought these leftovers from
the war, drained the tanks of fuel and oil
for their tractors and then used the remaining parts in such ingenious ways
only self-reliant farmers could imagine.
More than one combine was powered by
a Rolls Royce Merlin.

Whereatt had other plans for his
Hurricane.
Whereatt earned extra money to
support his aircraft addiction working
as the projectionist at the local theatre.
He was fascinated by the engineering
behind the pictures. Whenever the theatre’s owner bought a new projector
Whereatt would bring the surplus one
home. Those who ventured past Whereatt’s aircraft could see museum-quality
projectors lined up in a row.
Hanging up in the living room was an
old black and white winter photograph
of a Tiger Moth on skis parked in front of
the local theatre. It was how Whereatt got
to work when the roads were blocked by
snow. Of all the fascinating objects on the
Whereatt farm it is this picture that captures not only Whereatt’s spirit, but the
spirit of the prairies.
Whereatt regularly ﬂew his Tiger Moth.
He picked up a couple of Harvards and
learned to ﬂy them as well, all to help him
prepare to ﬂy his Hurricane and realize a
childhood dream. Whereatt had read all

the stories about the ﬂying challenges the
Hurricane presented and Whereatt wanted to be prepared.
In this day and age of tight and closely
monitored aviation regulations it is hard
to imagine someone teaching themselves
how to ﬂy on a series of war surplus aircraft, all maintained without an AME
Whereatt restored his own aircraft and
modeled his ﬂight training from what he
had read about the military path to pilot
wings. This is the deﬁnition of self-made.
For some this might sound unusual or
foolhardy. For self-reliant prairie farmers
during the last century it is just another
day in the ﬁelds. Like most RCAF pilots
of the day Whereatt worked his way up
through the basic and advanced trainers
before graduating to ﬁghters.
Finally the day came for Whereatt to
pull his Hurricane out of his hangar, start
it up, and take ﬂight and make a decadesold dream come true.
The Hurricane was sold to Vintage
Wings of Canada in 2006 to be thoroughly
restored and displayed.
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Front Office

Flying the line with SylviO ROy

Flexibility Makes an Airline Fly
Solving a lot of little ProblemS minimizeS DelayS

hat was supposed to be a
routine day turned out to be
a little more challenging, especially for the scheduling
personnel. On our first day of a four day
pairing, we were scheduled to fly to Montreal, back to Toronto, then to Miami for a
minimum crew rest layover. We picked
up our flight plan and verified it as usual.
Everything looked routine until we went
to the security bypass, which allows flight
crew to avoid lining up with passengers
for security screening.
The captain’s restricted area card
(RAIC) got rejected. After going back to
flight operations, he found out that Winnipeg, where his RAIC was made, had
computer problems. While I got through
the security by-pass, the captain had to go
through the normal passenger screening
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in order to go to work.
Our flight to Montreal was uneventful.
Since we can pick up our flight plan back
for Toronto within the secure area, we had
no idea of the ongoing saga with the captain’s RAIC. Once back in Toronto, the
captain found out that his RAIC had been
cancelled by mistake in Winnipeg. Without this pass, he is not allowed to fly an
airliner into the U.S. The captain tried to
get another RAIC, but we quickly realized
that it would take at least a day to sort this
mess out. He would not be flying the rest
of the pairing with me because some security clerk pressed a delete key over the
wrong name. The schedulers, dispatch,
and station operations were advised.
The schedulers told me that a captain
that was flying an inbound aircraft from
Miami would also fly the outbound flight

with me. This captain would have to leave
the airplane, go through the Canada Customs and Immigration procedure, walk up
to the U.S. Customs and Border Protection
area before coming to our gate and back
to the same airplane he had just flown in
from Miami. Sometime you have to wonder about the sanity of multiple “border”
crossings within the same airport when
you are coming from and going to the
same country, especially when you are flying the same aircraft!
I saw the captain leaving the airplane.
I also noticed that our flight was delayed
by another hour. The dispatcher said Miami airport had a major fuel problem.
The underground fuel distribution system at the airport had caught fire and was
in need of major repairs. That meant that
all aircraft in Miami had to be refuelled

dreamstime.com

Unexpected crew changes can
upset an airline schedule.

with the limited number of available fuel
bowsers. All flights in and out of Miami
were delayed so we needed to carry an
additional three tons of fuel to minimize
the amount of fuel we needed to take on
in Florida. We also needed a new flight
plan to reflect the changes. Then dispatch
told me that the first replacement captain
could not make it because it would put
him over his crew duty day. They had
selected another replacement. This one
was flying in from Orlando. They assured me that he would be there in time
for the already-delayed flight.
I called the station operations to delay
the boarding of passengers until I was sure
the replacement captain’s airplane had arrived at the gate. I’m sure the passengers
would much rather be able to stretch their
legs and go to the washroom in the terminal instead of being stuck an extra hour in
a stationary airplane. I got the new flight
plan, briefed the flight attendants, did
the walk around, and all the flight-deck
checks. During those checks I noticed

that the cockpit voice recorder (CVR) was
not testing properly. Since the CVR isn’t
necessary to fly the aircraft safely, maintenance released it under MEL (minimum
equipment list) regulations.
After completing the checks, and ensuring that the captain had indeed arrived at
his gate, I called to begin passenger boarding. The captain still had to go through
Canadian and American customs before
landing on the flight deck. The timing
was almost perfect. The captain verified
my checks and FMS programming as the
last passengers were buckling their seat
belts. This verification and back up is
not only necessary and SOP, it is also one
more way to ensure we have a safe flight.
When I was in the Air Force we used to
say that flexibility is key to the Air Force.
Well, the flexibility of the operation, maintenance, dispatch, and the crew allowed
the airplane to depart with minimal delay.
It could have been much worse. Nevertheless, the delay was sufficient that it did
not allow for the minimum required crew

rest once we were in Miami. This caused
us to delay our departure the next day
by 20 minutes so that we could meet the
Transport Canada mandated rest.
All three flights that day were smooth
and problem free. All of our trouble
stemmed from a string of unforeseen and
unintentional errors. I am sure the security
clerk did not delete the captain’s RAIC
information on purpose, nor was the fuel
distribution system in Miami set on fire to
disrupt air traffic and the scheduler didn’t
mean to pick the first replacement captain
with not enough crew duty day left. There
might be something to that old saying
about things happening in threes.
Interesting to note is that as pilots, we
tend to think that most problems happen in the air. While airborne problems
have an immediate and potentially very
serious consequence, we have to keep
our eyes on the seemingly minor ground
turbulence lest it become a major earthquake. As pilots, we are the last line of
defence to a safe flight.
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aTc viewpoinT by Michael Oxner

Airport Paper Chase
Have Current InformatIon Before You taxI

ecently, I rejoined the ranks
of current pilots. After a while
out of the cockpit, I knew I
had more to do than just “kick
the tires and light the fires.” Part of being
a good pilot is being prepared, and part of
being prepared is getting set up with charts.
Controllers talk to pilots who don’t have
current publications — or fly with no publications at all — with unfortunate regularity.
Sometimes it’s a matter of an unscheduled
stop in a region that the flight simply isn’t
planned for. Other times, it’s a variety of
other possibilities ranging from thinking
we know all we need to know to just not
thinking about that one aspect of the flight.

R
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Something that struck me while taxiing
on my flight was just how far my mind had
come from the airport environment in those
few years. Happily, I was flying at an airport
that I knew fairly well, since I had flown
there in the past and since I serve that airport in my regular air traffic control duties.
In fact, most airports I have flown out of
are either very simple (one runway and
one taxiway, for example), or I had become
familiar with them for other reasons in the
past before I flew there. Because of this, a
chart of the airport wasn’t high on the list
of needs in my mind.
That said, runway incursions are a serious concern, and it was identified that

some pilots are unfamiliar with the airports they were operating out of and that
airport information had to be made available to pilots. There are well-designed airport charts in the Canada Air Pilot (CAP)
resource, which includes all the SIDs,
STARs, and instrument approach procedures as well. Not many VFR pilots would
think of carrying such a chart collection
since these are primarily targeted for IFR
pilots. But those airport diagrams would
be very useful indeed for VFR pilots.
NAV CANADA has made these airport
diagrams from the CAP available to pilots
free of charge from their Web site. A pilot
with internet access can visit NavCanada.

dreamsTime.com X2

Make sure you have current
charts before your flight.

Calgary
Pilot Supply

1-800-563-9633

PilotShop.ca

ca and, from the menu options on the lefthand side, select “Aeronautical Information
Publications“ and then “Canadian Airport
Charts” from the sub-menu that loads afterward. This link will allow you to download a
PDF-formatted version of these charts that
can be printed out and taken with you in
the cockpit as a reference.
Just make sure you have the current
charts before your flight. When you receive
instructions from ATC while taxiing, you will
have a reference map if you need one. Signs
are posted around the airfield as well, for
reference on the move, but the charts can be
used when ATC is issuing taxi instructions
so you can visualize your assigned route,
plan ahead, and see where the “hot spots”
are. These potentially tricky areas are highlighted on the charts to call a pilot’s attention
to the areas identified on the airport where
traffic conflicts can occur. ATC is also aware
of these places, and they tend to keep a close
eye on them, but an alert pilot can help keep
these hot spots cold, too.
If you don’t happen to have a copy of the
airport chart handy and are unfamiliar with
the aerodrome, letting ATC know that fact
can be helpful, too. Controllers have a lot
of things to do, both on and off the radio,
and when a pilot acknowledges instructions, it is expected the pilot will taxi as
instructed. Sometimes, though, a pilot can
take a wrong turn. If a wrong turn is made,
make sure the ground controller knows —
and the sooner, the better.
An unfamiliar pilot can also request
“progressive taxi instructions.” This takes a

little extra effort from the ground controller, but usually ATC would rather make this
effort than have you end up somewhere you
shouldn’t be — especially if it’s an active
runway. Progressive instructions include
“turn-by-turn guidance” as GPS systems
designed for driving would call it these days
and can help if you forget your charts.
As useful as these airport charts are,
they’re not a complete list of essentials
for pilots. The Canada Flight Supplement
should be carried as well, as it includes VFR
Terminal Procedures Charts and the critical details of various airfields. Also, a current VNC has areas of interest plotted, like
restricted areas and airspace boundaries
related to ATC (such as control zones, terminal areas, etc.).
Again, a pilot may wind up in a situation
unexpectedly and need information that isn’t
being carried. In such a case, a call to ATC or
FSS can yield the needed information. Staff
there have copies of these same publications
just in case. As long as you know who to call
and how to get hold of them, ATC and FSS
personnel can help. It’s a good idea to sit
down and peruse the charts to see where
this information can be found and to become
familiar with the locations along your route
of flight during the planning stage.
Sometimes it’s hard to break down and
ask for help. After all, we’re trained as
pilots to be cool and prepared, and admitting you’re not isn’t fun. But ATC is just
a call away if this kind of help is needed.
Flight safety is their job, and if they can
help, they will.

The best service.
Call us today!

BOSE
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ICOM
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Collision Avoidance

Calgary
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Tales from the Lakeview

BUSH FLYING WITH WITH ROBERT S. GRANT

Green Monster Couldn’t Compete
Northwest Industries Ltd. built
the Bellanca Senior Skyrocket
Model 31-55A and Model 31-55B.
The B’s cabin extended rearward
and main doors were repositioned and enlarged.

few days after returning
from the tranquil Republic
of the Congo, I stared at a
crafted glass-topped case
protecting a historic airplane instrument
panel originally installed in CF-DCH, a
Noorduyn Norseman lookalike called
the Bellanca Senior Skyrocket Model 3155A. The type, said Northwest Industries
Ltd. president/founder Leigh W. Brintnell, was produced to “ﬁll a big vacuum
left by the war years in the equipment of
northern bush operators.” Secure in my
living room, the paint-ﬂecked relic had
no doubt been slammed by and prayed
over by numerous bush drivers.
Built under licence from the Bellanca
Aircraft Corporation of Newcastle, Delaware by Northwest from Edmonton’s
municipal airport, ski-equipped prototype
CF-DCH (c/n 4) ﬂew a maiden ﬂight on
February 28, 1946. As a sesquiplane, the
seven-place 31-55A derived lift from the
spruce fabric-covered 50-foot wings and
airfoil-shaped support struts. The fuselage
consisted of chrome molybdenum welded
steel tubing. Later, Edo 55-7170 ﬂoats and
ﬁttings added another 820 pounds to the

A
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6,772-lb. gross weight. Purchasers could
opt for Northwest’s in-house-built 308lb. dural-sheathed wheel/skis for $1,075.
According to a July 4, 1949 weight and
balance report, most empty Skyrockets
weighed about 4,600 lbs.
Northwest released only 13 Senior Skyrockets before production ceased in 1949.
Competition from war-surplus Norsemen and little time to improve shortcomings hindered bush ﬂying markets, even
though the aircraft boasted a 56-mph
landing speed and 1,000-mile range. By
1948, factory-fresh price reached $35,000.
Although Brintnell offered the ﬁrst aircraft
to Ontario Provincial Air Service (OPAS)
director George Ponsford for $31,000 on
wheels (less the engine), Ponsford declined. His ﬂeet already included Noorduyn Norsemen.
Most of CF-DCH’s sisters perished in
adverse northern conditions in the era of
no GPS or ﬁeld support. On November 19,
1951, for example, Associated Airways’
CF-EQR (s/n 13) departed Great Slave
Lake’s north shore for Bathurst Inlet on
Coronation Gulf. Poor maps, unreliable
compass readings, diminishing autumn

daylight, and blowing snow forced pilot
Maxwell W. Ward down onto the nearest
frozen lake. After striking a rock, the Bellanca’s undercarriage collapsed. Ward survived the subsequent belly landing, but
the aircraft lay abandoned for three years
on a barren Arctic lakeshore. Aﬁve-man
crew salvaged the airplane in a four-day
work blitz publicized in a September 1954
issue of Canadian Aviation.
An incident on August 25, 1952 also
demonstrates how the “re-stressed and
re-engineered for Canada” aircraft saved
nine people aboard. An 18-year-old Riverton Airways pilot, for reasons not explained in a Winnipeg Free Press article,
managed to separate one of CF-DCI’s
ﬂoats from its ﬁttings while ﬂying low.
En route from Norway House to Riverton, Manitoba, 59 nm north of Winnipeg,
passengers jettisoned tools, seats, baggage, and fuel drums. They also had to
hold one man on the plywood ﬂoor who
“got wild” when he realized they were
about to conclude their odyssey in a prairie ﬁeld instead of the soft surface of a
placid lake.
The 850-hour “blood-blind boy pilot,”
bleeding from a gash incurred when
CF-DCI slapped the surface and caused
the ﬂoat to dangle below the fuselage,
skimmed over rooftops before settling
into a stubbled farm ﬁeld. After the sudden stop, passengers smashed windows to
escape and ﬂed, but one remained behind
to cut the pilot’s safety belt with a pocket
knife. With the exception of a few fractures, only minor injuries occurred.
As for prototype CF-DCH, more than
the instrument panel displayed in my
North Bay living room has survived. Before leaving the Edmonton plant, one
hundred employees shone every inch
of her linen-clad structure and “soundproof, must-proof, and ﬁre-proof interior.”
They installed modiﬁed cargo doors and
bush seats, while a brochure proclaimed a
152-knots maximum cruise with a 600-hp
Pratt & Whitney Wasp S3H1 radial engine

PHOTO COURTESY ROBERT S. GRANT

BELLANCA SUPER SKYROCKET TRUMPED BY NORSEMAN, BEAVER

mated to a two-blade Hamilton Standard
constant speed propeller.
Unfortunately, some problems plagued
CF-DCH and earlier models. A ﬂap handle
in the cockpit ceiling required folding so
passengers would not be injured during
mishaps. Worse, the lowered aluminum
alloy ﬂaps interfered with doors. At least
the standard Stromberg carburetor and
Eclipse Direct Electric starter facilitated
ﬁeld operations.
Many pilots did not appreciate the
Skyrocket’s handling characteristics.
Former professional pilot Don McLellan described the type as “rugged and
beautiful in her classic way”
but cautioned that CF-DCH
could sometimes be ﬁckle
and “terrify the unwary.”
A glassy water landing, he
added, became a character
builder due to excessive
nose-up attitude and forward extending ﬂoats. Lack
of front doors forced pilots
like McLellan to crawl over
the load. After de Havilland’s DHC-2
“serenely stable” Beaver and Fairchild’s
“funny-looking ship” (the F-11 Husky)
entered the northern ﬂying arena, the
Skyrocket simply could not compete.
At one point during a sales tour in the
USA, CF-DCH participated in mailbag
pick-up trials and then returned to Canada to work mainly with exploration and
mining supply services. On most hauls,
the 152-Imperial-gallon fuel tanks proved
adequate, but lack of internal bafﬂes to
prevent sloshing led to “spit and quit” situations during turns. Tightly rigged control cables, which fatigued pilots on long

hauls, also discouraged operators. Even
a Canadian-designed, non-shattering
moulded plastic windscreen guaranteed
to add two mph to cruise could not save
the Bellanca Senior Skyrockets.
Fort William’s (now Thunder Bay) Superior Airways depended on CF-DCH to
access First Nations communities throughout northern Ontario and place names
such as Webequie, Big Trout Lake, and
numerous others occupied the logbooks of
legendary pilots like Duncan Stirrett and
Harry Evans. In August 1965, Superior’s
owner/founder Orville “Porky” Wieben
listed Canada’s last ﬂyable Bellanca Se-

CF-DCH COULD
SOMETIMES BE FICKLE AND
“TERRIFY THE UNWARY.”

nior Skyrocket Model 31-55A for $13,500.
Mattagami Skyways (near Kapuskasing,
Ontario) became CF-DCH’s owner before
Parry Sound’s Georgian Bay Airways
bought the company. Delivered south
and parked alone in grass and garbage,
the classic corroded a few yards from the
Airways’ Beaver, Cessna 180, and Found
FBA-2C ﬂeet.
As a low-time pilot for the company, I
watched CF-DCH daily and hoped Georgian Bay Airways would return the forlorn
derelict to service. Sadly, Robert Dale of
Sault Ste. Marie’s Air Dale purchased the
engine in 1969 without the airframe. Late

aircraft maintenance engineer Ross McEwen stored the wings in a hangar ceiling
while the steel tube airframe continued
rotting in moist lakeside air. Although
earning less than $600 a month, I offered
the company the horrendously high sum
of $100 for the remains. The base manager
laughed at my foolishness.
A Florida-based supplicant stepped
forward with a ﬁstful of American dollars, and the remains slipped south
across the Canadian border, but thanks
to hangar staff, the instrument panel remained in my possession. After several
owners, the unrestored airplane re-surfaced at a New Hampshire
trade school. In 1989, the
Reynolds-Alberta Museum
at Wetaskiwin, 32 nm south
of Edmonton, bargained
for the historic artifact and
commenced restoration in
1991. Now on public display
and nicknamed “the Green
Monster“ by bush ﬂying
aﬁcionados and visitors to
Canada’s Aviation Hall of Fame (also in
the museum), the Canadian prototype
draws attention.
While standing before CF-DCH’s ﬂight
panel and occasionally glancing outside
at snow banks, which detour my mind
back to the Congo’s heat, I ponder the airplane’s lack of fame. Developed when an
“air of expectancy and adventure” permeated Canada’s aviation industry, Skyrockets never darkened northern skies. Nevertheless, the role played by this Norseman
contemporary inﬂuenced the cockpits of
today’s giants like Air Canada, West Jet,
and other carriers.

CLASSROOM READY
Military
General Aviation
Search & Rescue
By
Lockheed Martin
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Down East

atlantic Flying With Don LEDgEr

Keeping Our Airborne
Eyes Open

hen the Lockheed Electra was introduced as the
epitome of airliner technology and luxury more than
50 years ago, its designers probably didn’t
envision 60 degree turns at 300 feet above
the storm-tossed Atlantic, but that’s all in a
day’s work for the Electra’s military scion,
the CP-140 Aurora.
Unlike their commercial cousins, the
CP-140s are thrown around the sky in steep
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banking turns and sharp pull-ups. That is
the nature of their role for the RCAF. They
fly in weather that would ground commercial aircraft since operational necessity
is blind to wind, rain, and snow.
More than a few suspicious international fishing boat, ship, and tanker
crews have received an unmistakable
message when an Aurora with props in
fine pitch and engines at maximum RPM
has suddenly appeared out of the dark of

night or the grey gloom of a storm and
screamed past a couple of feet above
their radio antennas. A steep climbing
turn and a radio demand of identification
followed by another pass will usually
convince their captains that this aircraft
means business.
Such manoeuvres over many years take
a toll on the airframe and the wings. The
Aurora`s salt water operations over the
North Atlantic and the Pacific Oceans de-

photos: courtesty iMp 3X

ExtEnsivE MaintEnancE nEEdEd For aurora FlEEt

Industrial Marine Products of Halifax does heavy
maintenance for RCAF Auroras and Sea Kings.

mand regular inspections and servicing.
Salty sea air corrosion is an ongoing problem. That’s where Industrial Marine Products (IMP) of Halifax comes in.
The name is a holdover from the company’s beginning in 1967. One of this marine company’s early acquisitions was that
of Fairey Canada Ltd. assets consisting of
two large hangars at Halifax International
Airport in 1970. IMP then became an aircraft maintenance contractor for the Cana-

dian Forces. IMP’s Aerospace Division has
earned a reputation as a leader in military
aircraft engineering, depot level maintenance, and related specialized services.
IMP is responsible for the refurbishment
of all of Canada’s Auroras and three training and special-use Lockheed CP-140A
Arcturus aircraft.
The first Aurora was overhauled at
IMP in 1984 under the Third Line Inspection and Repair (TLIR) Progam.

Initially, the CP-140s provided to the
Canadian Air Force were used as trainers. Each crew had to learn on the aircraft. (There were no dedicated trainers
then and no simulators.) Circuits were
referred to as “crash and dash,” with the
new airplanes taking a pounding as pilots got used to the landing characteristics of the machine.
As a result, there were early problems
with the “wet wings” leaking. Rather than
W W W . c a n a d i a n av i a t or M a g a z i n e . c o M
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5 Sea Kings, Two Cormorants
and one Aurora share the hangar for various refits.

argus a tough act to Follow

the first aurora aircraft arrived at
cFB, greenwood, nova scotia in May
1980. the cp-140 is a variant of the u.s.
navy p-3 orion and is the basis of canada’s maritime patrol and anti-submarine
warfare platform. the war on drugs gave
it another job tracking down smugglers.
over the years, it also has become a
long-range search and rescue platform.
the aurora is based on the lockheed
electra airframe built for commercial
passenger and freight transport in the
late 1950s. the structure of the military
versions was beefed up, and they bristle
with antennae and sensors for the huge
array of high-tech gear inside.
of the 18 cp-140s delivered to
canada, 14 were assigned to 14 Wing
in summerside, pei. With the closure of
the summerside base, the wing moved
to greenwood, nova scotia. Four auroras were assigned to comox, Bc.
the aurora replaced the much-

Rear view of an Aurora
refit.

lockheed neptune. the argus had a
range of 5,900 miles, and the aurora can
go 5,760 miles. the aurora can cruise
at 300 knots, while the argus roared
along at 174 knots. the aurora has a
maximum speed of 401 knots pulled
by four allison t-56-a-14-lFe turboprop
engines, each contributing 4,600-shaft
horsepower.
the aurora is the only fixed-wing
aircraft in the rcaF, besides the cF-18
fighter, that is armed. it carries torpedoes.
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using conventional fuel tanks, Auroras
store fuel in sealed compartments of the
wing structure. The stress of using the
aircraft as trainers (and some manufacturing deficiencies) contributed to the leakage problem, but the problem was mostly
fixed early on.
Keeping the Auroras in operational
condition is a complex and demanding
job. Each aviation trade at IMP carries out
extensive checklisted inspections, with airframe and engine technicians handling the
bulk of the work. However, communications, radar, instrument/electrical, safety

systems, and armament techs carry out
their own inspections as well.
“The aircraft come in for TLIR approximately every five years or about 4,000
flight hours for a complete cycle,” said
Phil Chatterton, an engineering specialist
at IMP.
Wing and horizontal stabilizer replacements are performed on Auroras with
20,000+ hours on the airframe, increasing
the life of the aircraft 15 years or more in
accordance with the Aurora Structural
Life Extension Project (ASLEP). “The full
meal deal can take between nine and 12

photos: courtesty iMp 3X

loved canadair cp-107 argus (cl-28)
long-range patrol aircraft as well as the

Rebuilt Auroras will serve
for decades.

OVERHAUL
SPECIALISTS
For R-985 & R-1340
P&W Engines
accessory overhaul
call

323-663-3961
fax: 323 664-5189

Aero Engines Inc
3030 N. Coolidge Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90039

aero-enginesinc.com

months,” explained Chatterton. “Aircraft
that do not have the ASLEP kit will reach
[the end of] their useful lives by approximately 2015.”
The Auroras get brand-new wings
manufactured by Lockheed Martin in
Marietta, Georgia. Due to train tunnel restrictions, the wings must be trucked via
U.S. interstate highways to Nova Scotia in
crates five feet thick, 18 feet wide, and 60
feet long.
IMP also services the RCAF’s Sikorsky
CH-124 (H-3/S-61) Sea King, the Agusta
Westland CH-149 (EH101) Cormorant, the

Bell Helicopter CH-146 (Bell412) Griffon,
the Canadair CT-114 Tutor (Snowbird),
and, more recently, the Lockheed Martin
C-130J Hercules.
In order to position itself to bid on Irving shipbuilding contracts in the next
several years, the company rebranded in
2012 to IMP Aerospace and Defence. It is
still a privately owned company annually grossing about $1 billion level, with
company offices, factories, and hotels in
Canada, the United States, and Europe.
The owner and CEO, Kenneth Rowe,
maintains his head offices in Halifax.
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Pep Talk

airmanship With Graeme PePPler

Think About the Unthinkable

obody wants an emergency to
happen while flying, but everyone should be prepared for
one. Knowing what to do in
case something goes wrong is fundamental
to being a competent pilot. That competence
is achieved through preparation. Emerging
unscathed from emergencies often comes
down to being prepared, and there are some
simple things every pilot can do to increase
the odds of a good outcome.

N
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• Check the equipment in your cockpit.
Make sure the seatbelts are in good
shape and that they are properly bolted
to the airframe’s structure. If seatbelts
are old, replace them. Some manufacturers recommend replacing seatbelts
every ten years, even if they appear to
be in good shape.
• Have the latest ELT in your aircraft.
These days, that means one with a 406

MHz beacon. Also, carry a handheld radio with an antenna sufficient to maximise its use. Pack a personal locator or
flight tracker in your flight bag and a
fully charged cell phone, too. Redundancy is excellent survival insurance in
case you’re down and need to be found.
• Have a survival kit in the airplane, and
make sure it’s equipped with everything
that could ever be required for survival.

kath boake illustration

PreParing for the Worst helPs ensure the Best outcome

Internetdirectory
atlantic Flying With Don LeDger

Surviving an accident is a blessing. Surviving an accident but not the wait to be
found is a curse.
• Before departing on your flight, plan the
route carefully. Pick a route that gives
you gliding distance to airports along
your way. Always have an emergency
field in mind. If there’s not an airport,
be aware of the landscape below you in
case you need to get down.
• Use VFR flight following along your entire route. Immediate assistance will be
there for you if you experience an emergency. Know your GPS so you know
which keys to press to use the wealth of
information it can provide.
• Plan your fuel carefully, and keep in
mind that your airplane manufacturer’s
performance charts are given for ideal
conditions. When you determine your
fuel burn based on the charts, give yourself a buffer by adding 10 percent to
your calculation. The same applies to
your estimated speed en route: subtract
five percent from the number you get
from your cruise performance chart.
• As the airlines do, brief your passengers
before you take off. Tell them what you’ll
do in the event of an emergency, and tell
them what they should do, too. Most importantly, tell them how to egress from
the aircraft as quickly and efficiently as
possible in case you have to crash-land.
If flying with other pilots as passengers,
assign them explicit roles (for instance,
pinpointing your location and making
the radio mayday calls) to help reduce
your workload as pilot in command.
• If the engine quits, know what to do
without even thinking about it. Establish
your aircraft’s best glide and minimize
its sink rate. Pick a field upon which to
land (if getting to an airport is impossible), declare your emergency, and never
stop flying your aircraft while troubleshooting the problem, if you’re able.
• Plan as if an emergency could happen
on any given flight. It’s your greatest
guarantee of a positive outcome in case
something goes wrong while aloft.

This issue’s featured Web site:
Covington Aircraft
www.covingtonaircraft.com

Among the world’s leading maintenance, repair
and overhaul facilities, we specialize in PT6A
turbine and R-985 and R-1340 radial engines
and accessories.
Radial: (918) 756-8320
Turbine: (918) 756-7862 &#8232

Aerospace
Cascade Aerospace
www.cascadeaerospace.com

Aircraft Coatings
Goulet Aircraft Supply Ltd.
www.gouletaircraft.com

Aircraft Products
Aero Art & Models
www.aeroartandmodels.ca

Aircraft Sales
Field Aviation
www.fieldav.com
Innotech-Execaire Aviation
www.execairejetsales.com
John Hopkinson and Associates
www.HopkinsonAssociates.com
Lorne Gray Agencies Ltd.
www.aircraftcanada.com
Prairie Aircraft Sales Ltd.
www.prairieaircraft.com
Wilson Aircraft Sales
www.wilsonaircraft.com

Aviation Stores
Aviation World Canada Inc.
www.aviationworld.net
Calgary Pilot Supply
www.pilotshop.ca
VIP Pilot Centre
www.vippilot.com

Consultants
Colt International Inc.
www.Coltinternational.com
Latta Aviation Consultants Inc.
www.lattaaviation.com

Conventions &
Accommodations
Calgary Marriott Hotel
www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/
yycdt-calgary-marriott-down
town-hotel/
Delta Meadowvale Toronto
www.deltahotels.com/en/hotels/
ontario/delta-meadowvale
Fairmont Queen Elizabeth
Montreal
www.fairmont.com/
queen-elizabeth-montreal/

Hilton Toronto Airport
www3.hilton.com/en/hotels/
ontario/hilton-toronto-airporthotel-and-suites-YYZHIHH/
index.html
Telus Convention Centre Calgary
www.calgary-convention.com/
contact-us
Westin Bayshore Vancouver
www.westinbayshore.com

Stevenson Aviation & Aerospace
Training Centre
www.rrc.mb.ca/stevensonaviation

Parts & Supplies

AeroRecip
www.aerorecip.com
Covington Aircraft Engines, Inc.
www.covingtonaircraft.com
Pratt & Whitney Canada Corp.
www.pwc.ca
Partner Jet
www.partnerjet.com

Aerocet
www.aerocet.com
Aircraft Spruce & Specialty Co.
www.aircraftspruce.ca
Kadex Aero Supply
www.kadexaero.com
NewCal Aviation, Inc.
www.newcalaviation.com
PetroValue
http://petrovalue.ca
Progressive Air
www.progressiveair.net
Northeastern Aircraft
www.PT6nozzles.com

Helicopters

Propellers

HeliTrades Inc.
www.helitradesinc.com
Robinson Helicopter
www.robinsonhelicopter.com

Aero Propeller of Calgary Ltd.
www.calgaryweb.com/aero
Canadian Propeller
www.canadianpropeller.com
Hope Aero
www.hopeaero.com
Propworks Propeller Systems
www.propworks.ca
Western Propeller
www.westernpropeller.com

Engines

Insurance
Jones Brown Aviation,
Insurance Brokers
www.jonesbrown.com/aviation.htm

Wagner International Insurance
Brokers Inc.
www.controltower.com
Marsh Canada Ltd.
Peter.Sifakis@marsh.com
National Aviation Insurance
Brokers
bill@jsdavidson.ca

Publishers
Canav Books
www.canavbooks.com
Ghosts of Aviation
www.flight-history.com

Quality Assurance

Maintenance
Contract Aero Structures Ltd.
www.contractaero.ca
Pacific Avionics & Instruments Ltd.
www.pacificavionics.com
Pro Aero Engines Inc.
www.proaeroengines.com
Viking Air Limited
www.vikingair.com

Aircraft
MaintenanceTraining
Confederation College
www.confederationc.on.ca/
avaition-aircraftmaint

C&C Aviation
www.members.shaw.ca/
ccaviation

Safety
Maintenance And Ramp
Safety Society (MARSS)
www.marss.org
Pro Aviation Safety Training
http://www.proaviation.ca

To advertise your web
site here and on
www.canadianaviatormagazine.com

please call 1 800-656-7598
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servicecentre

AEROART
&
MODELS
1-866-202-1252
aeroart@packetmail.ca

www.aeroartandmodels.com

Flight Training Courses • DVDs • Headsets

Flight Training Courses •• GPS
DVDs• Radios
• Headsets • GPS • Radios
Bags • Kneeboards
• Flashlights
Flight BagsFlight
• Kneeboards
Flashlights
• and Much More
and Much More

sportys.com
sportys.com

fax:1(USA) 513.735.9200
fax:1(USA) 513.735.9200
phone: 1 (USA) 513.735.9000
phone:1
(USA)
513.735.9000
Clermont County/Sporty’s Airport 2001
Sporty’s
Drive Batavia, OH 45103-9747 USA
Clermont County/Sporty’s Airport
2001 Sporty’s Drive Batavia, OH
45103-9747 USA
B29...FiFi

honDA JEt

SEABEE

mARtin mARS – 24" w/SpAn

&

CRJ

E300 phEnom

wEStJEt Q400

BEAvER

Need healthcare
but can’t afford
to fly there?

viking twin ottER




 on

Please contact
me for more
information
these and other models and aviation art prints.


Here’s what we can do for you:
• Architectural & Engineered Drawings
• Municipal Applications & Permits
• Airport Applications & Approvals
• Transport Canada & NavCan Applications
• Complete Construction

We Design and Build Hangars
Individual • Corporate • FBO’s • T-Hangars

Questions? Phone 519-857-7639 or visit www.secandco.com
If you already have a design or drawings, send it along for a free estimate.
Email (CAD or PDF) to info@secandco.com or fax 519-679-2200
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Getting
Canadians
to Getting
Better

www.hopeair.org
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AIRCRAFT INTERIORS

COPA
is
personal
aviation
Join now and
support aviation in
Canada today!

Piper seneca completed 2006

Courtesy of BRAVOZULU Aviation

Serving the aircraft industry for over 20 years.
Our specialty is 2 to 6 seat aircraft. Check out our web site for additional
pictures if you missed us at the Canadian Aviation Expo.
206 Charing Cross St., Brantford, ON
Tel# 519-753-2029 Fax# 519-753-6118
terry@tomsupholstery.ca
www.tomsupholstery.ca

THINKING RECOVER?
Canada’s Premier Authorized Distributor for

LARGE
INVENTORY
COMPETITIVE
PRICES

Write, fax, or email for
information package.
Specify aircraft model
for free quote

TOOL CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE ON
OUR WEBSITE

Canadian
Owners
and Pilots
Association
71 Bank street, 7th Floor,
Ottawa, On,
K1P 5n2
tel.: 613-236-4901,
Fax: 613-236-8646

HEAD OFFICE:
59 Eagle Drive
Winnipeg, MB R2R 1V4
Tel: 204-783-8512
Fax: 888-783-3302
sales@gouletaircraft.com
www.gouletaircraft.com

BRANCH OFFICE:
48 Airport Rd.
Edmonton, AB, T5G 0X7
Tel: 780-452-4242
Fax: 888-454-4050
goulaced@telus.net

e-mail:
copa@copanational.org
Web site:
www.copanational.org
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King Air 350
King Air 350, 6318 TTAF, Engine TTSO: 2616/2616,
Prop TSO: 342/316, GNS-XLS FMS, Wing Lockers,
Aft Body Strakes.

FLING
WING
by
Jack Schofield
email Jack at

coastdog2@shaw.ca

Also Available
Aero Commander, Astra, Bell 427, Bravo, Cessna 414A,
Cessna 421B, Citation S/II, Citation Sovereign, Citation Ultras,
Conquest II, Falcon 2000, King Air B200, Learjet 25B,
Piper Aztec C, Twin Otter
PO Box 309, Water Valley, Alberta T0M 2E0
Phone 403-291-9027, Fax 403-637-2153
sales@hopkinsonassociates.com,
www.hopkinsonassociates.com
follow us on twitter @HopkinsonAssoc

ENTER TO WIN
The winner of this issue’s VIP Pilot
Centre flight bag draw is Jordan Mahrer
currently working on his private pilot
license at the Regina Flying Club . ”

ment you are training towards, the flight
school you are training with, and your
personal contact information . E-mail or
fax your flight training details to:

If you are a Canadian flight training
student and would like to enter the VIP
draw each issue to win your own flight
bag, please send Canadian Aviator
your name, the licence or endorse-

Fax: 250-658-6576
Email:
sales@canadianaviatormagazine .com

Service Centre Classifieds
FOr sALe

Flight training bag is provided by
viP Pilot.

Softcover full colour

$24.95

Following Igor Sikorsky’s successful 1940
development of the full hover in his VS300
helicopter, it took the courage and innovation of British Columbia pioneer aviator, Carl
Agar—Mr. Helicopter—to put the machine to
use in the peaks of the British Columbia coast
range. His company, Okanagan Helicopters,
became the leading rotary wing operator in
the world, and set the pilot training standards
worldwide.
FLING WING takes the reader through flight
training in the military then into the innovative
multi-tasking of today’s helicopter pilots.
When readers join Peter Barratt, a 45 year
Fling Wing veteran pilot, in tales drawn from
his thousands of helicopter flying hours
setting hydro towers, harvesting fir cones,
torching slash burns, fighting fires, rescuing
fishermen and Barratt’s own now famous
application—Heli-Fishing, the amazing
versatility required of the pilot and the craft is
revealed.

www.coastdogpress2.com

For Sale: 1976 BeechcraFt KinG air c90
• C-FNED
• PT6-28 Engines
• 0 S0H by Vector
• Garmin 530
• Avidyne Radar
• S-TEC 65 Autopilot

CESSNA 185 AMPHIBIAN
1969 Cessna A185E 1319TTSN Prop-0T Hangered
VORx2 GPS AP ADF Storm-Scope Radar-Altimeter Transponder Intercomx4 Audio-Gear-Position.
Excellent Condition $189,900.
Contact Allan Rutherford – 204-256-1508
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• 17100 TT
• Paint and interior by
Elliot Aviation 2011

For details call Geoff: 780-520-8854 ghan@telusplanet.net

Major work has started at the Greenbank Airport
located in the northeast corner of the GTA.

Re-development of the Greenbank Airport has started!
The Airport Re-Development Program includes a new
paved runway, aircraft hangars and an FBO.
It is expected that hangars will be available late 2013.
The Greenbank Airport invites interested pilots and
commercial enterprises to call for additional information.
Different hangar sizes will be available; we will build to suit.
Typical ‘T’ hangars will start
at $400 monthly.

Contact

Greenbank Airways at 905-985-4777
johnp@greenbankairways.com
www.greenbankairways.com

• SINGLE PISTON
• TWIN PISTON
• SINGLE TURBINE
• TWIN TURBINE
• JETS • HELICOPTERS
• APPRAISALS
Certified Aircraft Appraisal
Member of National Aircraft
Appraisers Association
LORNE GRAY AGENCIES LTD.
TEL: 403-547-1024
FAX: 403-547-0037
EMAIL:
INFO@AIRCRAFTCANADA.COM

www.aircraftcanada.com

AEROART
& MODELS

ONE MIG DOWN by Robert Taylor

This outstanding limited edition
of 400 prints has been personally
signed by "TWENTY SIX" ISRAELI" Air
Force ACES who flew the MIRAGE
III in combat, becoming one of the
finest jet fighters of its time, downing
390 enemy aircraft during its many
conflicts.

1-866-202-1252

aeroart@packetmail.ca
www.aeroartandmodels.com
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flight training
Leaders in
Advanced
Aviation
Training

AeroCourse offers both IFR and
ATPL groundschool seminars and
refresher courses taught by
professional pilots specialized in
training. The ATPL and IFR
groundschools are three-day
courses, designed to lead
students through the steps and
knowledge necessary to obtain
their IFR or ATPL ratings.
Recently, an online IFR course has
been added to enhance our IFR
training. Workbooks are also
available that significantly
contribute to your success in
obtaining the IFR and ATPL
ratings. Courses are available
across Canada and in conjunction
with leading flying clubs.

Call 1-800-461-8857

Find upcoming
course dates
and register
online at
aerocourse.com

IS AIRLINE FLYING YOUR
CAREER DREAM?
• Professional Pilot Training Program
• Combines Transport Canada Licencing and Advanced
Airline Training
• Intense 12 month Program – over 1000 hours class work
and flying
Decide today to
put yourself on
the flight deck!

For information call (905) 838-1400 (ext 228)
or email us at info@bramfly.com
or visit our website at www.bramptonflightcentre.com

Brampton Flight Centre is located just 35 minutes north of Toronto off of
Hwy 10, at 13691 McLaughlin Road, Cheltenham, Ontario, Canada L7C 3L7

Dangerous Goods Training
John French Consultants’ Dangerous Goods Training courses
are now available on the Internet.
These courses are being marketed by Solocks.com Training Inc. and can be
accessed using a web browser.
John French Consultants Ltd. has merged with Solocks.com Training Inc.,
however John French is still involved in its management.
Contact: Solocks.com Training Inc.
Toll Free: 1.877.977.8339
Email: sales@solocks.com | www.solocks.com

Canadian Private Pilot Ground School
Complete prep
course for your
Transport Canada
written exam

Self-study, multimedia Ground School
course makes learning easier
www.aerotechcanada.ca
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flight training
Flight Training
Internet Directory

canadian flight centre
www.cfc.aero

ocean Air training & tours
www.oceanair.ca

canadian flyers inc.
www.canadianflyers.com

okanagan Aviation
www.okanagan-aviation.com

cargair – Académie de l’air
www.cargair.com

ottawa Aviation Service
www.ottawaflighttraining.com

carson Air flight centre
www.carsonair.com

Perimeter Aviation ltd.
www.perimeter.ca

centennial flight centre
www.centennial.ca

Pacific Aviation Academy of
British columbia
www.getpilotwings.com

coastal Pacific Aviation
www.coastalpacific.com
cooking lake Aviation Academy
www.aviationacademy.net

moncton flight college
www.mfc.nb.ca
There is a looming global shortage of
aviation professionals and the airlines
are looking for pilots with university
experience. Moncton has one of the
most comprehensive and standard-setting
training curriculums in the world and
is the oldest and largest flight training
provider in Canada
Admissions:
1-800-760-4632 eXt 212

Abbotsford flight centre
www.abbotsfordflight.com
Aerocourse
www.aerocourse.com
Aerotech Pilot groundschool
www.aerotechcanada.ca
Air canada flight training
www.aircanada.com/training
Air Richelieu
www.airrichelieu.com

confederation college
www.confederationcollege.com
cornwall Aviation 1979 ltd.
http://pro-flight.on.ca
Discovery Aviation Academy
www.flydaa.ca
edmonton flying club
www.edmontonflyingclub.com
eid Air Aviation
www.eidair.com
flightSafety international
www.flightsafety.com
guardian Aerospace
www.guardianaerospace.net
georgian Bay Airways
www.georgianbayairways.com
golden horseshoe Aviation
www.flygha.com
greenwood flight centre
www.flygfc.com

Pacific flying club
www.pacificflying.com
Pacific Rim Aviation Academy
www.pacificrimaviation.ca
Pacific Sky Aviation inc.
www.pacificsky.ca
Principal Air ltd
www.principalair.ca
Professional flight centre
www.proifr.com
Providence college and theological
Seminary
www.prov.ca
Rockcliffe flying club
www.rfc.ca
Saint hubert flying Shool
www.ecoledepilotagesainthubert.com
Sea to Sky Air
http://seatoskyair.ca
Selkirk college
http://selkirk.ca/programs/ba/aviation/
Seneca college
www.senecac.on.ca

harv's Air
www.harvsair.com

Sky Wings Aviation Academy ltd.
www.skywings.com

island Air flight School
www.flyislandair.net

St. catharines flying club
www.stcatharinesflyingclub.com

island coastal Aviation inc.
www.islandcoastalaviation.com

St. thomas flight centre
www.learntofly.on.ca

langley flying School
www.langleyflyingschool.com

Stevenson Aviation technical
www.rrc.mb.ca/stevensonaviation

Aviation international
www.aviation-canada.com

laurentide Aviation
www.laurentideaviation.com

Sunrise Aviation
www.sunriseaviation.ca

Aviation Publishers co. ltd.
www.aviationpublishers.com

millenium Aviation ltd.
www.milleniumaviationltd.com

tRK helicopters
www.trkhelicopters.com

Brampton flight centre
www.bramptonflightcentre.com

mitchinson flying Service limited
www.MitchinsonFlyingService.com

toronto Airways ltd.
www.torontoairwayslimited.ca

calgary flight training ltd.
www.calgaryflight.com

moncton flight college
www.mfc.nb.ca

Waterloo-Wellington flight centre
www.wwflightcentre.com

calgary fying club
http://calgaryflyingclub.com

mount Royal University
http://business.mtroyal.ca/aviation

Wetaskiwin Air Services
www.wetaskiwinairservices.com

canadian flight Academy ltd.
www.canadianflightacademy.ca

mountain View helicopters
www.mvheli.com

Winnipeg Aviation
www.winnipegaviation.com

Alder Aviation
www.alderaviation.com
Atikokan Aero Sevices
www.atikokanaero.com
Atlantic flight centre
www.atlanticflightcollege.com
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REFRESH YOUR MEMORY

SAM’S JOURNEY By Samuel Daigle
In 2012, I worked for a skydiving school flying a Piper Navajo and a Cessna 206.
This demands more precision than some may think. You are constantly monitoring
your engines. You do not want to overheat on climb, and you do not want to shock
cool on descent — all while being as quick as you can be.
You are always in slow flight when the skydivers are jumping, and the center of
gravity is always changing as they go towards the door and jump. You have to
constantly check the winds at all altitudes, choose which direction you are going
to drop the skydivers and pick drop points so they all can make it to the field.
Overall, it was a really fun experience.
At the moment, I’m working on finishing my IFR, and I’ll be looking for work
at an IFR operation.
Editor’s Note: Welcome back to Samuel Daigle, who we profiled in 2010 when, at 18,
he ferried a Piper Cub from Yellowknife to Montreal as his first job as a commercial
pilot. Since then, he’s flown a Britten-Norman Islander in the North and is working
on expanding his horizons even further.

1. Why is it advised that pilots use oxygen above
5,000 feet at night?
a. Hypoxia affects the retina of the eye, reducing
night vision.
b. Hypoxia occurs at lower altitude at night.
c. Oxygen levels are lower at night.
d. Navigation is easier at night when
below 5,000 feet.

2. In which condition is damage to the
eardrum most likely to occur?
a.
b.
c.
d.

During climb
During descent
During aerobatics
After scuba diving

3. What could cause strong, abnormal
pains at high altitude?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Expansion of trapped gases in the body
Increased pressure on the body
Lack of oxygen
Vertigo

4. Which of the following is true of fatigue?
a. It leads to hypoxia.
b. It causes giddiness at high altitude.
c. It slows reaction time and causes
inattentiveness.
d. It can cause night vision to blur.

Plane Crazy

5. How can a pilot’s physiological stress
best be reduced?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Through cockpit noise reduction
Through aircraft vibration reduction
Through proper diet, exercise, and sleep
Through efficient pre-flight planning

6. What is an early symptom of carbon
monoxide poisoning?
a.
b.
c.
d.

A hacking cough
Shortness of breath
Headache, dizziness, and ringing in the ears
A burning sensation in the eyes

7. A pilot who smokes is more susceptible
to which of the following?
Hypoxia
Hyperventilation
Vertigo
Dizziness

8. Vibrations usually cause which of the following?

Across

2. Ice crystal deposits formed by
deposition
3. Pacific hurricane
5. Short wave radiation
7. Surface weather observation
issued on the hour
11. Northernmost air mass
13. Abrupt change in wind speed
and/or direction
17. Centre of a hurricane
20. Highest intensity of precipitation
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21. Icing caused by freezing rain
22. Convective vortex
23. Controls aircraft roll

Down

1. Very brief increase in wind
speed
2. Last leg of a circuit
4. Another name for the weight
of the air
6. Long wave radiation
8. May form at the top of CB
clouds
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9. Narrow transition zone between
two air masses
10. Mass per unit volume
12. Lines joining points of equal
wind speed
14. Surface weather observation
issued other than on the hour
15. Controls aircraft pitch
16. Icing that forms in layer clouds
18. The “M” in MSL
19. Precipitation that evaporates
before reaching the ground

Eye strain
Hearing loss
Nausea and fatigue
Irritability and fatigue
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a.
b.
c.
d.

1-a
2-b
3-a
4-c
5-c
6-c
7-a
8-d

a.
b.
c.
d.
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